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DAVID DRIVER is a freelance writer
who has covered the Atlantic 10 for
20 years and written about American
basketball players from 10 European
countries, including Kelley Austria ’17
for this issue. He lived three years in
Hungary with his family and has made
several return trips, including earlier
this year while his wife was teaching
at a university in Szeged. Driver can be
reached at davidsdriver.com.
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When things
go missing

38

ERIC STREET, professor of music,
earned his doctorate from Indiana
University, with more study in Vienna
and Rome. As a pianist, he has performed in Carnegie Recital Hall and
36 countries on six continents. More
than 100 of his articles and compositions are in print. He’s toured with
the Dance Theatre of Harlem and
accompanied over two-dozen singers from the Metropolitan and NYC
Opera. Heights still make him edgy
(see Page 61).

DAYMAG ON THE GO

Read the magazine anytime,
anywhere, through the free
University of Dayton Magazine app or online at bit.ly/
UDM_digital. Want the mag
via mail or email? Tell us:
magazine@udayton.edu.
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F.

S P I N A

ONE DAY,
ONE DAYTON
C

A L L I N G 1 , 8 5 0 ( A N D M O R E ) D AY TO N F LY E R S !

I’m joining Flyers from around the globe April 10 when we stand up in support of the
University of Dayton and our students to be counted during One Day, One Dayton.
It’s our first giving day — and the start of what we hope will become a fun Flyer tradition. We will bring champions together on campus, in alumni communities and through social media
(#1Day1Dayton) over 24 hours for one express purpose — to show our love, loyalty and support for
our great University. (See story, Page 12.)
Why 1,850? That’s the year four intrepid Marianists bought Dewberry Farm and transformed it
into a school for primary boys — the roots for the blossoming of a major Catholic university.
Your support matters today more than ever as we strive to make UD a more accessible, affordable,
inclusive campus. This place changed your life, and now you have the opportunity to provide a new
generation of students with that same magical, transformative experience.
When I take in the breathtaking beauty of the sun peeking over the chapel as I walk to my office in
the mornings, I sometimes pause and imagine what could be. I envision a future where every talented
student who desires a University of Dayton degree can pursue it — without worrying about debt. I
have faith that will happen.
It may come as a surprise that nearly 90 percent of all private support to UD comes from individual gifts under $1,000, validating that every gift of any size adds to the value of a UD degree. And
every gift gives a boost to the momentum that is carrying our beloved University to a remarkable
future — one where we open our doors to all talented students who can contribute to the excellence
of UD and ensure that the experience they gain in and out of the classroom is second to none.
On April 10, please consider a gift as a tangible sign of your love for UD. The size of the donation
doesn’t matter. It could be the cost of a cappuccino or a pizza.
You can direct your gift for any use — scholarships, well-loved traditions like Christmas on Campus, an academic program that prepared you for life, or a study-abroad trip that opened your eyes and
hearts to the world, to name just a few examples.
All that matters is that you stand up and let your voice be heard as we rally Flyers around the world
in an enthusiastic show of love for the red and blue. To participate, visit your.udayton.edu/GivingDay.
One day. One Dayton. One community.
Who’s in?

ER IC F. SPI NA
President,
University of Dayton
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LETTERS
“[I] was particularly
struck with the
‘old soul’ depth
of the recent
alums’ thoughts.”

—Patty Gambs Mac Innis ’69

LESSONS LEARNED

Good work on the Winter 2018-19 issue. I
especially appreciate the gender balance in the
“Lessons Learned” feature story. Wisdom comes
in all genders, ages, ethnicities and spiritualities.
Thanks for giving us all much to reflect upon
during this Advent and Christmas season.




—Judy McKloskey

Kansas City, Missouri

Thank you to the 10 collaborating journalists who
put together your “Lessons Learned” article from
the last UD Magazine. Acquiring the thoughts of
50 UD alums for one article is truly a daunting
task, and you pulled it off so well. I had to read
each gem and was particularly struck with the
“old soul” depth of the recent alums’ thoughts.


—Patty Gambs Mac Innis ’69
Noblesville, Indiana

Enjoyed the “Lessons Learned” section from
@daymag’s winter issue, especially this line
from @KKeneally: “We live in a community, not
in a market or economy.” That feels particularly
relevant as we transition into 2019. #udayton


—Brett Westerman ’04

@brettwesterman via Twitter

DEARLY REMEMBERED

Thank you for news of the passing of former
biology professor Charles Chantell (“Faculty
Remembered,” Winter 2018-19). As a senior
biology major about to graduate in the Class of
1972, I was given the opportunity to enroll in
Dr. Chantell’s graduate-level vertebrate
paleontology course. Chantell had a National
Science Foundation grant to perform DNA
analyses on a species of frog that was about the
size of your smallest fingernail, and he planned
a spring break trip in his station wagon to
Micanopy, Florida, where we could collect
specimens. As a kid from Western Pennsylvania
who had neither been farther west than Dayton
nor farther south than Washington, D.C., the opportunity to travel to Florida was remarkable —
I signed up immediately.
My perceptions of “the South” were poorly
informed. So, I was amazed when we were driving
through the center of Atlanta on I-75; except for
the red clay, Georgia looked a lot like everywhere
else I had lived. Six months later, I had moved to
Atlanta and started teaching high school biology
and chemistry after briefly crashing on the sofa
of Greg Haas ’72, who was headed for graduate
school at Georgia Tech.

D O YO U H AV E T H O U G H T S
A B O U T T H I S I S S U E ?

SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-1303
EMAIL US AT:
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
TWEET TO:
@daymag
Please include your city and
state. Indicate whether you
wish your email address
printed. Letters should not
exceed 300 words. University
of Dayton Magazine may edit
for clarity and brevity. Not all
letters are printed because
of space. Opinions expressed
are those of the letter writers
and not necessarily of this
publication nor the University
of Dayton.
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LETTER S

The trip to Florida was great. We
caught plenty of tiny frogs and saw manatees and mangrove swamps. But it was that
passing glimpse of Atlanta that opened my
eyes widely and challenged my preconceptions. After 11 years living in Georgia, I
completed a doctorate and began a very
rewarding academic career. And I still
remember some vert paleo! What a gift
was Charles Chantell.

CEOs, even bishops, hoping that they, too,
will see their leadership as humble service.
—Father Ronald Nuzzi ’95
South Bend, Indiana

ABOUT ELLIE

—Dave Christy ’72
New York City

—Carole Grilliot Simmons ’66
Gilbert, Arizona

I was sad to read about Bill Click’s passing
in the Autumn 2018 UD Magazine. I remember working with him at the polymer
lab on UD Research Institute projects in
1985 and 1986. He regaled us with some
professional NFL stories. His lore that
stuck in my mind, though, was about 1960s
metropolis traffic jams, not so much the
football stories.
—Susan Timms Cantwell ’86

Germantown, Wisconsin
susan.cantwell@att.net

Dr. Ellis Joseph (“Faculty Remembered,”
Autumn 2018) was the dean of the School
of Education throughout my time at the
University of Dayton. I began as a doctoral
student and graduate assistant and had
him for class. He was very proud of the fact
that he was what is called a “triple domer,”
having three earned degrees from the University of Notre Dame. I’ve been at Notre
Dame since 2002, and I can tell you that
there are not many triple domers.
When Dr. Joseph was preparing to
retire from the deanship, he alerted me
to his plans, likely as both a professional
and personal courtesy. I wished him well,
thanked him for all of his service and his
many kindnesses to me personally over the
years, and ended by inquiring what he was
going to do next. He simply said, “I am going to ascend to the faculty.” I knew exactly
what he meant and understood his worldview perfectly. Although just about everyone else considered the dean their boss, Dr.
Joseph saw administration as service, as a
step down, allowing him to work with an
orientation to support others and advance
a shared mission. Departing the deanship
afforded him the opportunity to rise back
into the faculty, whom he always rightly
considered the heart of the university. I
share his insight and disposition often
with principals, pastors, superintendents,
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My mom, Margaret, knew Ellie Kurtz for
most of her life. They were neighbors on
Hazel Avenue in the Belmont neighborhood of Dayton. After Ellie retired, she
became the local social director. Block
parties, luncheons, card games, sightseeing
tours were all Ellie’s specialties. She was
always organizing something fun. Mom remembers Ellie’s request to call her but not
before noon; with all that event planning,
Ellie liked to sleep in.

PLANE LOVE

Love the 747 story (“50 Years of the Boeing
747,” Winter 2018-19). It reminded me of
my first experience on a 747 and thought
you might find it amusing.
—Ann Armstrong-Ingoldsby ’70

Editor’s note: In the winter issue, Kevin
Clifford suggested collecting stories about
Ellie Kurtz ’47, director of UD’s student
union from 1964 to 1994. Here are a few.
Ellie added vibrancy to everything. She
loved and supported us all. Here she is
(pictured above, near center, circled in
red) attending a summer school hootenanny under The Pines in 1965. I wonder what
the sister next to her was laughing about.
I am the banjo player, lower left.
—Robert Stanley ’64

Beverly Shores, Indiana

I was privileged to serve on the first board
of directors for the brand-new, exciting
student union. Ellie Kurtz was our fearless
leader and let us (within reason) go with
all our ideas for use of the building. The
Union Activities Office and board created
events that included the Roman banquet
(a great many dorm bedsheets were turned
into togas), the faculty appreciation dinner
and an enhanced Christmas on Campus.
Ellie was a problem solver. Women
were not permitted to wear jeans or pants
above the bottom floor of the union. Ellie’s
solution: Roll up your jeans under a long
coat, and when you get upstairs to the offices, roll them down. She was the lookout
for the “jeans police.” Kennedy Union was
a much-needed addition to UD, and Ellie
made it the center of campus life.
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—Sue Shipley Hapner ’65
Fort Mill, South Carolina

Fairborn, Ohio

Editor’s note: Ann shared with us her story.
Read it online at www.udayton.edu/
magazine/2019/01/lets-go-to-hawaii.php.

UD WANNABE

While I’m not an alumnus, my three
kids are all graduates. My oldest niece,
Emily Jones Gardiner ’03, started the
UD freight train that became my three
children, three of my hunting partner’s
and two more duck club member boys.
I’d like to share that I read the most recent
issue at my club on opening weekend
and I came across Emily’s announcement
for the birth of her son, Big Hank (Autumn
2018). How about some UD Magazine love
for a tried and true UD wannabe?
—Bob Osterholt
St. Louis

New @univofdayton billboard on Wells in
Chicago! Love my school

@KingsCrown436

You’re never
a “former” Flyer.
Once a Flyer,
Always a ProUD
Flyer!

W H AT

@CoachMarquis

@Caitlinken21

@tb

MAINSTREAM

Dave Marquis

Caitlin Kennedy

Every high school
I go to I run into
someone (a coach,
a teacher, an
administrator,
an administrative
assistant) who talks
about how they or
someone they know
went to UD and
had the experience
of a lifetime! It’s
an amazing place!
#GoFlyers
@univofdayton
@UDaytonAlumni

YO U

S A I D.

jillian marron
@thatgirl_June

my heart gets a lil happier every time I
remember I’ll be back at @univofdayton in
2.5 weeks
Calamity McEntire
@coachmcentire

This place...
@univofdayton
#Home #OneWay

charlotte pickles
@thenfrankiesaid

me: *doesn’t love interacting with strangers*
me: *sees a woman in a furniture store
wearing a UD sweatshirt*
me: *runs up to her* GO FLYERS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
@univofdayton

Jenell Ross

4paws_lady

UD Arena Pavilion 1

Glad to be inside enjoying the @DaytonMBB
@red_scare #dayton6th @univofdayton

Hannah Zannetti
@hannah_zannetti

4paws_lady 1st @daytonweareone game today

Grace Berton

@jenell_ross

I made it on
@univofdayton’s
Instagram story!
Life goal = complete

@GraceBerton

The commercial
that they play for
the @univofdayton
during basketball
games makes
me so jealous that
I don’t go there
anymore.
#GoFlyers
#AlumniProUD

Lovey Four

@Willie_Four

Just rode the Flyer for the first time from my
house to Milano’s on Brown! Super pumped
about this service. Thank you, @univofdayton
and @GDRTA for helping move Dayton
forward into the future of public
transportation.
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CONVERSATION PIECES

Porch perch
STUDENTS LIVING AT 305 STONEMILL
Road brought a new housemate to UD
this year. The metal, avian statue is called
Ethyl, named after the organic compound.
Junior mechanical engineering major
Dillon Schimmoeller said his grandfather
created Ethyl from household materials.
With Ethyl perched on the porch, the house
has earned the nickname “The Birdhouse.”
Said Schimmoeller, “We knew immediately
that Ethyl had found her place.” Ethyl will
migrate back to the neighborhood for the
housemates’ senior year; follow her
escapades on Instagram @ethyl.byrd.

Art prayer

BIRD WATCHING

Ethyl entertains
her neighbors by
changing outfits to
match the season.

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS, YOU CAN FIND STUDENTS IN PRAYER — NOT IN THE

chapel, but in nearby Liberty Hall, with paint brush or scissors in hand.
Welcome to Art Prayer, a weekly creation of individual art inspired by
songs, poems or a phrase such as “I believe.” “It can be a you-and-God
thing,” said junior Elyse McMahon, a human rights and political science
major who has led the prayer sessions since her sophomore year. Participants paint, sketch and create multimedia works that flow from the
spirituality they bring with them. “I always surprise myself with what
I’m able to create, and that’s where the spirituality comes in,” she said.

Seriously funny
THE WRITER MAGAZINE HAS NAMED THE UNIVERSITY
of Dayton’s Erma Bombeck Writers’ Workshop the best
writing conference in Ohio and “THE conference for humor
writers.” Held biennially on campus, the workshop is cosponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences. It is “incredibly
popular; the event regularly sells out the same day registration opens,” the magazine editors wrote in the February issue.
Readers selected the Erma workshop for the recognition.
The next workshop is April 2-4, 2020, with registration
opening December 2019.
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Photograph (upper left) by KRISTIN DAVIS ’19

Gold mine

“By your very presence,
you have made us better.”

RESTAURANTS COULD BRING IN MORE MONEY FOR THEIR SERVERS BY CAPITALIZING
on consumer desire for status and luxury. In research from Na Young Lee, assistant professor of marketing, diners who received their bills in gold-colored folders tipped more than
those who got their checks in black folders. Those seated at gold-colored tablecloths also
left higher tips. “People who feel their status is high because they’re in a place that’s high-end
tend to spend more on tipping,” said Lee, whose research appears in Journal of the Academy
of Marketing Science.

Cool pool
artifact

NOW

At Carillon
Historical Park

—PRESIDENT ERIC F. SPINA to the more than
400 international students who have joined the
campus community this academic year

“Be curious, but don’t
get too comfortable,
complacent with
where you are or what
you are doing.”
—DREW ENGEL ’87, a lawyer in Vienna who has
worked on international rule of law development, offering advice to today’s law students

WHEN THE UNIVERSITY IN 2009

purchased land that was formerly
NCR’s Old River Park, it began
making plans with Dayton History
to preserve some of its iconic
history. The swimming pool light
tower is now restored and installed
at Carillon Historical Park, along
with a collection of the park’s original picnic shelters, swings, game
pieces and a slide. Said UD President Eric F. Spina, “As the original
Old River Park is finding a new
purpose in education and research,
it’s appropriate that its legacy and
importance to generations of Dayton families will be remembered.”

“Submitting my application was one of the best
decisions of my life.”
—JOHN PIEPER ’18, on joining the University
of Dayton Summer Appalachia Program

“How women and their
children tolerate these
conditions every day
is unimaginable, but I
guess that’s part of the
reason why we’re here.”
—ERIN PEIFFER ’17, graduate student in renewable and clean energy, on her ETHOS internship
tracking sustainable development goals in Ghana

THEN At NCR’s
Old River Park
swimming pool

Photographs courtesy CARILLON HISTORICAL PARK

“People say it is a gold
star on your résumé.”
—SENIOR JOEY SAURINE, who received the
elite Goldwater Scholarship, which is covering
his senior year tuition and supporting his dream
of a doctoral degree in nueroscience
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FLIGHT DECK
JOIN US
CELEBRATION OF
THE ARTS

7
 :30 p.m. Thursday,
March 28
Attend this performance
of student talent in music,
theater, visual arts and dance
at the Schuster Center in
downtown Dayton. FREE.

PA RTN ER S FOR

NURSING EDUCATION

MARY’S PLACE
IN OUR LIVES

2:30 p.m. Friday, April 5
Learn about efforts to bring
Marian devotion back to the
Church. Teleconference can
be attended on campus or
online. Details: 937-229-4214.

EBONY HERITAGE SINGERS
7 p.m. Saturday, April 6
Students perform under
the direction of professor
Donna M. Cox at Mount
Calvary Baptist Church,
3375 W. Siebenthaler Ave.,
Dayton. FREE.

SHANKAR VEDANTAM

7 p.m. Thursday, April 25
The host of the NPR podcast
Hidden Brain gives a
lecture as part of the annual
Brother Joseph W. Stander
Symposium in Kennedy
Union ballroom. FREE.

GRADUATION

May 11-12
Graduate commencement
begins at 12:45 p.m. Saturday;
undergraduate commencement begins at 9:45 a.m.
Sunday, both at UD Arena.

More events and information
at udayton.edu/calendar.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON WILL LAUNCH A

new Bachelor of Science in nursing degree in
partnership with Sinclair Community College as
a growing number of health care employers require the four-year credential. The first students
are expected to enroll in the fall.
The 1+2+1 BSN education model allows students to begin their studies at UD in year one.
During years two and three, students are dually enrolled at UD and Sinclair, taking nursing
courses and completing clinical rotations. Students complete their Associate of Applied Science
degree in nursing from Sinclair after year three,
and finish their bachelor’s at UD during year four.
Students sit for the National Council Licensure
Examination after year three, allowing them to
work as licensed registered nurses while enrolled
in the program.
“The Bachelor of Science in nursing offers
students an affordable pathway to a high-quality
degree,” said UD School of Education and Health
Sciences Dean Kevin Kelly. “The program draws
on the strengths of both institutions, including
UD’s Marianist tradition of educating the whole
person and Sinclair’s long and excellent reputation in nursing education, and helps meet a critical workforce need in the Dayton community.”
The number of jobs available to registered

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE | Spring 2019

nurses is growing, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The bureau predicts a 15 percent job
growth in registered nursing through 2026, compared to a 7 percent job growth for all occupations.
“Employers in our region appreciate the caliber
of the Sinclair nursing graduate, but also place value on registered nurses having a BSN degree,” said
Rena Shuchat, Sinclair College Health Sciences
dean. “Sinclair and UD have a long-standing partnership, and this is another example of two great
institutions partnering to provide our region with
high-quality nurses with an advanced degree.”
Students will benefit from the University of
Dayton’s transparent tuition plan, which eliminates hidden fees and locks in tuition for their senior year at the amount they pay at UD their first
year. During years two and three, students will
pay Sinclair tuition costs, which are among the
lowest in the state.
Additionally, students will have access to academic support from UD and Sinclair faculty, advisers and mentors. They will interact with students enrolled in other UD and Sinclair health
science degree programs, including exercise
physiology, dietetics and pre-physical therapy,
giving them an interprofessional perspective that
will help them become well-rounded health care
practitioners. —MEAG AN PAN T

Photograph courtesy SINCLAIR COMMUNITY COLLEGE

In service
EACH YEAR, THE UNIVERSITY
bestows one of its highest awards on two
faculty or staff members who have made
noteworthy contributions to the Catholic,
Marianist character of the University. The
2019 recipients of the Lackner Awards are
Corinne Daprano and Bill Fischer.
Through her years as a student-athlete
and a sport administrator, Daprano said
she gained an innate understanding of the
value of sports and recreation on student
development. She is applying and sharing
that with future professionals in her position
as chair of the Department of Health and
Sport Science, where she has served on the
faculty since 2001. She is also president of
the Academic Senate.
Daprano is a Marianist Educational
Associate. She said she committed to the lay
formation program to strengthen her understanding of the University’s
Catholic, Marianist heritage
and mission, which informs
her work each day.
“It was such a great opportunity to take a deeper
dive into the Marianist
charism,” she said. “This is
what gives me the freedom
to say this is not just a job.
I feel I can bring my whole
authentic person to what I
Corinne Daprano
do, and that’s so freeing.”
As vice president,
Fischer leads the Division of
Student Development in its
work of nurturing student
growth and development
outside the classroom. From
student employment to the
residential curriculum, the
division’s programming has
received national recognition for its innovation and
impact on students’ overall
Bill Fischer
college experience.
Fischer, who is also a
Marianist Educational Associate, points to
the development of the Commitment to
Community document, created in partnership and collaboration with Campus Ministry,
as a focal point in the division’s efforts in
shaping the student experience.
“It serves as the foundation for much
of our work,” Fischer said. “We continue
to make sure that we are teaching students
and helping them appreciate what it
means to live and learn together in community through the principles and habits
outlined in the [document], framed around
Marianist values.”

U D I N TH E N EWS

“In this case, it could be the mouse that
swallows up the cat before it’s all over.”
—HISTORY PROFESSOR JOHN HEITMANN on a potential partnership
between Ford and Volkswagen, in Detroit Free Press

“As more people fly more often, the pace of
growth and unexpected events have often overwhelmed the best intended designs and plans.”
—HISTORY PROFESSOR JANET BEDNAREK in an editorial on the airport of
the future, as appeared in multiple outlets including CNN and Fast Company

“But historically, authority has
still been tied in with ordination.”
—RELIGIOUS STUDIES PROFESSOR DENNIS DOYLE, in an Associated Press
story on a Connecticut bishop placing a lay woman in charge of a parish

“While the ad and its message are
poignant, its delivery is off.”
—ALAN ABITBOL, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION, in an editorial on
the Gillette masculinity ad campaign that ran in nearly a dozen outlets including Salon

“Dorothy Day surrounded herself in the beauty
of a loving God made manifest in the least —
something contemporary culture could learn from.”
—SANDRA YOCUM, UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF FAITH AND CULTURE, in The Conversation

“[W]e must come up with ways to
democratize access to legal education.”
—ANDY STRAUSS, DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF LAW, discussing
UD’s new hybrid online Juris Doctor program, in Education Dive

“[W]hat we now potentially have is
some sort of resistance to this progress, within
the autocratic tendencies of governments that
count on civil society and free media.”
—SHELLEY INGLIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF UD’S HUMAN RIGHTS CENTER,
on Voice of America for Serbia and Montenegro
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F LIGHT DE CK

‘Whatever I
can do to help’
DAN ERCOLANO ’85 IS ONLY SLIGHTLY JOKING
as alumni. We can be part of that continuing
when he mentions his UD degree is in professionsupport.”
al interviewing skills. As a student, the business
While alumni will be a big part of the day’s
management major would put on a tie and grab
success, the campaign’s impact on UD students is
a résumé to share — even when he wasn’t looking
the focus, said Tracie Johnson Jones ’08.
for a job.
Take the cost of a college education. It can be
“When I was a junior on campus, I went to job
the biggest hurdle for a prospective student to
interviews just for practice,” Ercolano said.
overcome. But it’s an easy problem to help adHe credits Career Services with helping him
dress through a coordinated giving event like
land both his first and second jobs out of college.
One Day, One Dayton.
The experience reinforced for him the power of
“With help from alumni, students can instead
relationships and friendships and his future decifocus on goals — and hang out on a porch,” Jones
sion to become a human relations professional for
said.
Wegmans Food Markets in Rochester, New York.
Jones said she and her husband, Eric, focus
Fast forward to last year, when Ercolano got a
their service efforts on education. As parents to
call from a classmate asking him to turn his gratiEleanor, who turns 1 this spring, they not only
tude into action to support today’s students.
judge their impact by the work they do for today’s
Ercolano’s response: “Whatever I can do to
students but also by what they can accomplish
help.”
for their daughter’s generation and beyond.
He is one of 86 volunteers for the peer-to-peer
“I’m helping invest in their creativity and their
ambassador program who will be reaching out to
passions, just like someone invested in me,” said
Flyers April 10 during One Day, One Dayton. It
Jones, a broadcast major who is now an IT busiis the University’s first community-wide giving
ness consultant for BJC HealthCare in St. Louis.
day, a focused effort and meaningful step toward
As a One Day, One Dayton volunteer, Jones
bridging the affordability gap between the cost
said she’s adding her voice to an effort in which
of college and a family’s ability to pay. The goal is
every person can realize the power of giving
1,850 gifts — in honor of the year 1850, when the
combined:
University was founded — in 24 hours.
“Let’s make an impact. Let’s make a splash.”
There is power in connection. Tracy Meck
—MICHEL L E TED FO RD
stroth Krentzman ’04 said she’s
seen it in the relationships she’s
strengthened since college.
She’s also seen it in her position
as director of annual giving at
Villanova University, which has
hosted its own giving days.
Peer-to-peer networks are
like spider webs, she said, with
volunteers spreading and amplifying the good news of the
university and encouraging
others to engage. She’s crafting
messages that she’ll send out
to Flyer peers on social media,
asking them to save the date
and, on April 10, to extend the
call to give to their networks.
“We are one Dayton, we are
one community,” Krentzman
said. “We all supported one
another as students and now
ONE DAYTON UD can count on the Jones family.
12
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A continuing reflection
on life acquired in and
out of the classroom

The best way to give
back to the community
is to raise great kids.
And the worst statement
you can make to your
kids is “grow up.”



—PATRICK PERRY ’79

leadership adviser, Mentor, Ohio

As long as you continue
to do what is right
and work toward your
“true north,” you will
find not only success
but also fulfillment.



—BRIDGET MCILWEE ’07

dermatologist, Columbus, Ohio

You can love your
friends, your job and
your sports team.
However, some love goes
deeper. Loving your
faith and your family
goes deeper. A bond is
created inside you, and
it is a lasting love.



—GABRIEL CARIFI ’66
retired accountant,
Boonton, New Jersey

Read all their lessons at
bit.ly/UDM_lessons_spring19.

Photograph by SUSIE VREELAND PHOTOGRAPHY

VIEW FINDER

RAISING THE ROOF
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Building
on
tradition

W
 ith the dedication of
Daniel J. Curran Place planned
for May 1, we take a look back —
way back to 1865 — at the
buildings on campus named
for University presidents.
More than the sum of their
bricks and mortar, each tells
the story of UD’s history and
trajectory into the future.

Zehler Hall

O’Reilly Hall

BUILT: 1865

BUILT: 1952

SQUARE FEET: 14,500

SQUARE FEET: 20,042

OCCUPANTS: 27, including offices for the Fitz
Center, plus faculty offices and classrooms.

OCCUPANTS: 33, including ROTC and the dean’s
office for the College of Arts and Sciences.

NAMED AFTER: Brother Maximim Zehler, S.M.,
president 1860-76 who founded the school’s first
alumni association. He oversaw the construction of St. Mary’s Hall, then the tallest building in
Dayton.

NAMED AFTER: Father Bernard P. O’Reilly, S.M.,
the only president to serve two nonconsecutive
terms (1908-18; 1923-32). He opened the College
of Engineering and sheltered Daytonians during
the 1913 flood. In 1917, he introduced to campus
military training that was the forerunner to ROTC.

DID YOU KNOW? Originally constructed as
the Normal School, the building’s past use also
includes living space for the brothers and an
art studio in the attic. During the 2007 renovation, horseshoes were found in the ground floor
spaces, suggesting its use as a stable.

Roesch Library

Fitz Hall

DID YOU KNOW? It is the only building on
campus with a firing range (still used, infrequently,
for training).

Curran Place

BUILT: 1971

BUILT: 1951 ACQUIRED: 2005

BUILT: 1980 ACQUIRED: 2009

SQUARE FEET: 180,000

SQUARE FEET: 560,000

SQUARE FEET: 465,000

OCCUPANTS: 73, including staff and faculty
of the libraries, the Marian Library and the
Ryan C. Harris Learning-Teaching Center.

OCCUPANTS: 389, including the School of
Education and Health Sciences; departments
of music, theater, art and design, electro-optics,
and facilities; and the Dayton Early College
Academy high school.

OCCUPANTS: 383, including the UD Research
Institute, Osher Lifelong Learning Institute,
Center for Leadership, Division of Advancement,
Institute for Pastoral Initiatives, catering services
and purchasing, plus classroom, conference
and dining spaces.

NAMED AFTER: Known simply as “the library”
until 1979, when the board named the building
upon the retirement of Father Raymond
A. Roesch, S.M. ’36, president, 1959-79,
when much of campus was built (Kettering
Labs, Kennedy Union, Miriam Hall, the Arena,
Marycrest and others).
DID YOU KNOW? Students hired to work over
break during Christmas 1971 helped move each
book onto its new shelf; the eight-story library
opened Jan. 25. During the 2012 renovation, it
was faced in red brick.

14

NAMED AFTER: Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M.
’64, the University’s longest-serving president
(1979-2002) in 2014. His presidency included a
concern for social justice, leadership, mission and
vision, and he instituted strategic planning for
the University’s future. He is currently the Ferree
Professor of Social Justice.
DID YOU KNOW? It is the building with the
largest square footage on campus; each floor
comprises more than an acre. The freight elevator
for the former NCR factory was designed to be
large enough to transport machinery the size of
a Volkswagen Beetle between floors.
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NAMED AFTER: Daniel J. Curran, UD’s first
lay president, who served 2002-16. His tenure
was marked by growth — of the campus footprint, enrollment and endowment — and a global
perspective.
DID YOU KNOW? Formerly the NCR Corp. world
headquarters, the building added enough square
footage for campus to top 4 million. Its front
lawn is now a solar panel field that provides nearly
10 percent of the power for the building.
*Occupancy numbers based on employee
workstation counts.

On the rise
NINETY-SEVEN PERCENT OF RECENT UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
graduates responding to the career services office’s Flyer First Destination Survey report being employed, pursuing a graduate degree
or participating in a service program within six months of graduation.
This is up 2 percentage points from last year, and part of a seven-year
trend of success rates of 95 percent or higher.
“This is a testament to our students’ hard work and achievement
that result in good jobs after graduation,” said Jason Eckert, director
of career services. “It also reflects the value of a University of Dayton education, which provides our students the resources, hands-on
work experiences and research opportunities that set them up for

DAYTON
		OVATIONS
S P E A K E R S

WHO SHARED WITH US THEIR
WO R D S , E X P E R T I S E A N D PA S S I O N S

“Not everyone is
going to get a chance
to win in academia,
but that doesn’t
mean you can’t win
somewhere else.”

“Every moment,
I’d have a book.
I’d be stretching
with my books.
It’s how I made
it happen.”

—DONALD ASHER,

—ANNA GLASS ’99, executive

author and speaker specializing
in careers, job search and higher
education, discussing career paths
with doctoral students

director of Dance Theatre of
Harlem, talking with law students
about juggling her legal studies and
her professional dance training

Photographs (left) by LILIA SCARRETTI ’19 / (left, center) courtesy ANNA GLASS /
(right, center and right) by KRISTIN DAVIS ’19

this success.”
Want to be a teacher, work in the medical field or go into business?
Good news. School of Education and Health Sciences and School of
Business Administration graduates responding to the survey report
a 98 percent success rate. College of Arts and Sciences graduates
report 97 percent. Engineering majors report 95 percent.
Top employers of University of Dayton graduates include Crown
Equipment, EY, the United States Air Force, Honda Motor Co. and
General Electric Co. Ohio State University, Case Western Reserve
University and Loyola University Chicago are among the top graduate
schools for University of Dayton students.

“Catholic Social
Teaching offers
a richer understanding of the
common good. It
teaches that the
common good can be
attained not by the
distribution of goods,
but by working
together.”
—FATHER JAMES HEFT, S.M.

’66, former UD provost and
chancellor and current president
of the Institute for Catholic Studies
at the University of Southern
California, delivering the third
annual Glennon Symposium keynote

“If we don’t want
chaos, we must
choose community.
We must choose to
listen to dialogue
even when it feels
uncomfortable,
even when the stories
are hard to hear.”
—BEVERLY DANIEL TATUM,

best-selling author and president
emerita of Spelman College, delivering the annual Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Commemorative Address
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FIRST POSITION
When it comes to standing out,
Linxin Li is the person to watch.
The senior from Chengdu, Hunan
Province, China, will graduate in
May with a concentration in dance
through UD’s new major in theater,
dance and performance technology.
How did you become UD’s first dance
major? My parents wanted me to

study marketing, and I changed to
psychology because that’s what I
wanted to study. Then, I was thinking about getting arts credits and I
saw ballet was a major. I thought,
“Wow! They have dance!” I talked to
the adviser, Michelle Hayford, the
head of the theater department, and
I told her, “I want to do this.”
What do your parents think of your
major switch? In China, I went to

a dance school and I worked for a
dance company for two years. I’ve
been dancing my whole life, so they
support me. Also, they come to a lot

FORCE of
NATURE

16

of competitions so they can see my
achievement.
Why do you love to dance? The studio and the stage are the places
I’ve found peace. They are also places
I escape to. I am not a good talker, so
this is my way of sharing my feelings,
through body movement.
Is it lonely being the only senior in

a new concentration? I take classes

with non-major students, but they
also designed a class for me. The class
is a higher level of modern dance
and ballet. Amy Jones teaches that
class; she’s an artist-in-residence and
danced for the Dayton Contemporary Dance Co. for eight years.

How did you come to be featured on

the cover of (DE-FI)ance Magazine? I
did modeling back in China, usually
just studio shooting. Last year, some
agent found me at Know Theatre in
Cincinnati when I went there to
watch a show, and later I signed

IN HONOR OF HER OUTSTANDING
contributions to Catholic intellectual
life, Sister Angela Ann Zukowski, MHSH,
received the national Monika K. Hellwig
Award, presented in February by the
Association of Catholic Colleges and
Universities.
Director of the University’s Institute
for Pastoral Initiatives, she is a longtime
pioneer in using technology for spirituality and is founder of the worldwide Virtual
Learning Community for Faith Formation.
President Eric F. Spina described
Zukowski as a force of nature.
“The global scope of her work over
more than four decades is truly remarkable,” he said.
Her colleagues and collaborators
around the globe agree. Said SeánPatrick Lovett of Vatican Radio, “I’ve
seen her act out that grace and favor
with what must be by now thousands of
students from all over the world, people
who have been touched, moved, challenged and changed not only by what she
teaches but mostly by who she is.”
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with their company,
Heyman Talent Agency.
Two years ago, I went to a
DE-FI open call audition for
a magazine cover shooting
and became the cover model
for 2018.
What are your post-grad

plans? I’m currently applying

for graduate school to get a
master’s in dance. I recently
got accepted at Florida State
University. I want to be a
choreographer and do my
own work. I want to have
my own dance company
and just travel the world
— that would be the best
situation of all. In the
end, though, I want to
be a dance professor.
 —ROSE RUCOBA ’19

AND THE
S U R V E Y S AY S . . .
OUR READERS HAVE
spoken, and we are listening.
In October, we sent out the
annual magazine survey to
randomly selected readers to
learn what we’re doing right
and where we can improve.
Thanks for telling us that
we’re doing a good job on the
magazine’s content, layout and
design, photography and writing. We try our best to put out
a magazine that you will enjoy.
But, there is always room
for improvement. We also
received feedback that readers
want more alumni achievement stories, alumni profiles,
and current student and recent
graduate accomplishments.
We also learned that our
readers aren’t aware that
the magazine has a Twitter

account — follow us @daymag.
Respondents also asked
for more multimedia material, such as slideshows and
videos. You got it! We launched
the new University of Dayton Magazine website this
winter. Check it out for all your
favorite magazine content, plus
slices of campus life presented
in our Snapshot and Quickly
features. New functionality is
being added regularly, so visit
often: udayton.edu/magazine.
A big thank you to all who
participated in the survey
— we will continue to improve
and create a magazine that
the Flyer
family can
be proud
of. And
thanks to
everyone
for reading.
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WHERE ARE YOU READING
University of Dayton Magazine?

Hellen Fiessinger
Lampke ’63 writes,
“My husband, Bob, and I
enjoyed Mount Victoria in
Hong Kong, celebrating
another anniversary.”

Joseph Laffey ’75 turned
66 years old over the
summer and celebrated in
Disney World in Florida with
his two granddaughters, Sara,
11, and Sarai, 6.

Kate Harold ’94 writes,
“My family hosted a
bounce house fundraiser
at our home in Cincinnati.
We were raising funds for a
diabetic alert dog for our
11-year-old cousin who
became Type 1 diabetic as
a result of a misdiagnosed
case of E. coli. We raised
more than $4,400 toward
a goal of $25,000. We love
UD’s focus on service — it
continues long past
graduation.” Pictured left
to right: Mike Bonomo ’94,
future Flyer Cora Bonomo,
Kate, Kelly Hines ’20, Kayla
Kingston ’20, Susan Harold
Hines ’90 and Abby Hines ’20.

Linda Manzo Koeller
’17, with daughter
Lindsay ’20 and son Sean
’22, visited Duronia,
Italy. Lindsay spent the
summer studying in Rome
with UD’s faculty-led program.
Afterward, they met up
with her grandparents to visit
her grandparents’ hometown
of Duronia. Sean became a
Flyer two weeks later when
he moved into Marycrest.

1

2

3

4

Marc Smith ’06 took
the UD Magazine along
while high atop the Singapore
Flyer overlooking the scenic
Singapore Bay skyline in
December.

5

Martin Dense ’65,
Marilou Ladner Dense
’66 and Sandra Grieshop
Mathews ’84, neighbors
in Fairfield, California,
read the UD Magazine
while on a Mediterranean
Oceania wine cruise.
Marilou writes, “So glad we
became neighbors, instant
UD alumni friends.”

6

Some of the men of 324
7 Kiefaber, Class of 1974,
Joe Banks, John Beran, Steve
Mueller and Mike Sperduti,
were reading the UD
Magazine at an October 2018
mini-reunion at the home of
Kevin Baldwin ’74 and his wife,
Maura, in Sunset Beach,
North Carolina. They were
joined by Terry Banks, Kathy
Beran and Cindy Prasnikar
Mueller ’74. Said Steve, “UD
friendships that last 45 years
are special.”

Alicia Goettemoeller
’12 recently attended a
friend’s wedding in Lithuania.
They met while they were
both study abroad students
in Portugal in 2011. She
writes, “I had a long layover
in Iceland on the way home
and had to check out the
Blue Lagoon.”

David Zukowski ’84
and Maureen Lowry
Curtin ’83 traveled to
Kona, Hawaii, in October
2018 to watch a fellow
Flyer, Paul Curtin ’83,
compete in the Ironman
World Championships. Many
friends and family were on
hand to cheer Paul on.

Mike Bosway ’80 and his
wife, Betsy Sweeney
Bosway ’81, broke out their
UD Magazine as they
completed the Rim to Rim
trek (north to south) at the
Grand Canyon in Arizona in
October.

Miranda Bailey Lowe
’11 and her husband,
Dave Lowe ’11, celebrated
their fifth wedding anniversary with a trip to Germany
and Belgium. The couple was
married Oct. 5, 2013. They
write, “This is a picture of us
at Neuschwanstein Castle
in Schwangau, Germany,
with our UD Magazine.”

8

9

Sean Brennan ’92
completed his eighth
Chicago marathon in October
2018. It was his 77th overall
marathon. He said he hopes
to complete 100 marathons in
his first half century.

10

11

12

Where are you reading
University of Dayton
Magazine? Send us your photo
to magazine@udayton.edu.
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Students receive national EMS awards
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON EMERGENCY

Medical Services, a student-run volunteer
organization and a division of UD Public
Safety, received four excellence and professionalism awards at the National Collegiate
Emergency Medical Service Foundation annual conference Feb. 22-24 in Pittsburgh.
UD EMS won the Sudden Cardiac Arrest
Association award for saving a life using CPR
and an automated external defibrilator. The
group resuscitated a former staff member on
campus in October 2018. UD Public Safety officer Robert Babal was the responding officer
during this incident, and the UD EMS crew
included Robert Oberholzer, a senior premed major, Patrick Conroy, a junior exercise
science major, and Henry Kuechly, a junior
pre-med major.
Other honors included a bronze award in
the Emergency Ready Campus category, a
Striving for Excellence award and the EMS
Week Celebration of the Year award, for doing the best job during National EMS Week
of educating the community about the role

of EMS on campus as well as the accomplishments of the EMS program.
More than 110 collegiate EMS agencies
from the United States and Canada were represented at the conference.
“These students are volunteers in the truest sense of the word,” said Joe Cairo, a UD
police captain and adviser to the organization. “They all contribute several hundred
hours a year to UD EMS, and they deal with
real medical issues. This string of awards
continues to validate what they do as an organization and add to their reputation as a collegiate EMS unit.”
Comprised entirely of undergraduate students, UD EMS provides pre-hospital care
and transportation for all medical and trauma emergencies on campus during the academic year. All members undergo extensive
classroom and hands-on training to receive
local and national Emergency Medical Technician certification.
UD EMS has 60 student volunteers.

—SHANNON SHELTON MILLER

ASK A MARIANIST

Brother Francisco
Gonzalez: ‘My life
was down the drain’

After medical school, Brother Francisco
Gonzalez, S.M., M.D., was chief resident
in psychiatry at Johns Hopkins and later
worked in private practice. Now he is president of Marianist-founded Colegio San
José, which offers education from grades
6 through 12 in San Juan, Puerto Rico. We
asked him about the impact of the 2017
hurricanes.

BY 2017, PUERTO RICO HAD ALREADY

undergone a decade-long recession. Enrollment at our school was good, but more
than 15 diocesan and 300 public schools
had closed.
Then came the hurricanes (Irma, Sept.
6, 2017; Maria, Sept. 20, 2017). The whole
island was without power. Winds ripped
the hurricane shutters off our school.
Water ruined the gymnasium floor. Classrooms were damaged. As I walked to
school, I thought that 27 years of my life
was down the drain.
Then I realized most people were
worse off.
Hospitals were so severely damaged
that people died, not so much from wind
18
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and water as from lack of medical care.
We had an emergency generator, tanks
of water and gas with which to cook. Our
retreat house in the mountains, however,
was severely damaged. Not until October
could we get gasoline to drive there. Electricity wasn’t restored there until nine
months later. But, more than a year later,
the large resorts on the water still hadn’t
reopened.
Our school opened two weeks after the
hurricanes hit. Within two more weeks
almost all of the students had returned.
Over the next year, dealing with a scarcity
of materials available, we finished most of
the necessary repairs.
But people are still in need. Without
power and supplies many, including parents of our students, were not able to work.
Support from people on the mainland,
however, has been tremendous. People
I’ve never met have helped. While I was in
St. Louis for Marianist meetings, I spoke
at a parish. Afterward, a man walked up to
me and gave me a check for $25,000.
Being part of a network of schools, of a
larger organization, of the Marianist family — it’s a blessing.

Photograph (bottom left) courtesy THE SOCIETY OF MARY

FA C U LT Y R E M E M B E R E D

JOSEPH HAUS, 1-11-19
PROFESSOR OF ELECTROOPTICS AND PHOTONICS

“Joe was an intellectual giant in
physics and optics
— his curiosity and
insights were simply unmatched.
He was widely loved and
admired by students and colleagues. For me personally, he
was the quintessential gentleman: soft-spoken, patient, kind,
cordial. One always felt that
simplicity and humility were
his most human signatures.
His completely unexpected
departure from our midst creates a void impossible to fill. I
will greatly miss this wonderful
colleague and feel privileged to
have known him.”

Record-setting research

—MONISH CHATTERJEE,
professor of electrical and
computer engineering

THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON SET ANOTHER RESEARCH RECORD IN FISCAL YEAR 2018 AND CLAIMED THE TOP

spot in the nation among universities for materials engineering research in the latest National Science
Foundation rankings for fiscal year 2017. UD ranks in the top 25 of all U.S. colleges and universities in
seven categories.
The University performed $149.8 million in sponsored research in fiscal year 2018, eclipsing the
previous record of $135.9 million set in fiscal year 2017.
“Every day, our researchers and faculty take science and technology out of the lab and into practical applications and solutions that serve the common good and meet the needs of our world. It is an
essential part of our Catholic, Marianist university,” said UD President Eric F. Spina.
Faculty, staff and students contribute to the University’s sponsored research success. This includes
600 full-time and part-time, benefits-eligible professional researchers, technicians and administrative staff at the UD Research Institute, plus nearly 100 faculty and 370 students.
The NSF typically releases its higher education expenditures report 18 months after the close of a
fiscal year. Other highlights from the NSF data for fiscal year 2017 are:

#1
UD jumped to
eighth (from 10th)
in federally sponsored engineering
research and development and to fifth
(from 17th) in the
nation for all sponsored industrial and
manufacturing
engineering research
and development.

In Ohio, UD
remains No. 1
among all colleges
and universities
for federally sponsored engineering research and
development and
Department of
Defense research
and development.

Photograph (above) by BRIANA SNYDER ’09

#9
Among the
nation’s Catholic
universities, UD
maintained its
first-place
rankings for
all sponsored
engineering
research and
development.

UD ranks ninth
in total research
expenditures
among private
four-year U.S.
universities that
do not perform
medical research.

UD maintained its
top spot nationally
for federally
sponsored materials
engineering research
and development
and remained 23rd
nationally for all
sponsored engineering research and
development.

BROTHER ED
ZAMIEROWSKI, S.M. ’55,
1-7-19
SOCIAL JUSTICE COLLABORATOR

“During his time
at the University, he served as
an instructor in
biology and as
a staff member
for Strategies for Responsible
Development. He continued at
the Fitz Center spearheading
involvements with the Edgemont Solar Garden in West
Dayton. He championed mentoring participants in the first Ohio
AmeriCorps program and later
through Semester of Service.
Ed’s personality was wellsuited for these programs
since he himself served with
passion, energy and talent. A
powerful way to remember Ed
would be to continue his commitment to social justice as
we grow to be the University of
the common good.”
 —FATHER JAMES FITZ, S.M. ’68,
 vice president for mission and rector
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SPORTS

RED SCARE RISING

As the magazine heads to press, both basketball teams are charging into
the postseason, with Red Scare cheers supporting them all the way. Wigs off
to the student fans who help give UD Arena its “decibel dungeon” nickname.

20
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Photographs by KAT NIEKAMP ’21
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Play
basketball,
see the world

P L AY I N G A B R O A D
Besides Austria,
six other UD grads
from Flyer women’s
basketball teams played
overseas in 2018-19

K E L L E Y AU S T R I A ’ 1 7 A M O N G
W O M E N F LY E R S OV E R S E A S by David Driver

BUDAPEST, HUNGARY — IN HER LAST SEASON WITH

the Flyers, guard Kelley Austria ’17 contemplated
playing pro basketball overseas. That her successful college career was injury-plagued, however, made
Austria wary of such global — and challenging — goals.
But the Ohio native has not only been able to reach
such heights but also has been able to see parts of the
world that are outside the realm of possibility for
many Americans. And it’s not lost on Austria that pro
basketball careers overseas are not as abundant for
American women as they are for men.
“When I was young, my dream was to be a professional basketball player; it’s a blessing to have the opportunity to do that,” said Austria, who was averaging 8.5 points and 1.5 assists in her first 11 Hungarian
league games this season.
Not only is Austria getting to play basketball for a
living, but her first two seasons overseas have taken
her to tourist hot spots in Greece and now Budapest.
“Last season I played for Niki Lefkada, a team on
an island in Greece. Greece is probably the most beautiful place I have ever been,” she said. “I’m hoping to
have a little off time this season to travel and explore
other countries in Europe.”
Hungary, a country of about 10 million people,
is about the size of Indiana. Under Communist rule
through the late 1980s, it joined the European Union
in 2004. Austria has been able to see some of the notable sites in Budapest, including Buda Castle, Castle
Hill, St. Stephen’s Basilica and Heroes’ Square.
“When we get free time I’ll watch a lot of Netflix,
and I’ll go to a cafe with the other American on the
team, walk around fashion street or the square, or
try and find a new place for lunch or dinner. Sometimes we will have team get-togethers on our off days,”
Austria said.
“I think the biggest difference in style I have noticed is how much more physical the game is here in
Europe. You can get away with things that would definitely be called fouls in college.
“A little challenge I face is the language barrier.
Most of the time the coach is speaking and coaching in
Hungarian — which can be nice at times because when
he is yelling at us I have no idea what he is saying — but
22
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Jenna Burdette ’18
(Poland)

Kelley Austria,
No. 22

thankfully a player on the team is always translating
for the Americans.”
Although the Hungarian language is particularly
hard for English speakers to learn, nearly every team
in Europe has at least one player who speaks English.
“My agent is Hungarian, so he is very familiar with
all the teams here. He told me that NKE Csata was interested in me, so I learned more about the team and
the city they are in and decided to sign to play with
them,” Austria said.
“All my days are very similar,” she added. “I usually always have one practice a day; and two to three
times a week, I’ll have morning practice or weights as
well as the evening practice. The days can get a little
boring, so on off days I try to get out of my apartment
and explore a little. The biggest adjustment for me is
learning how to live on my own. Living in a different
country has been challenging, but it has also been a
great experience.”
Austria grew up in Beavercreek, Ohio, and helped
UD win Atlantic 10 regular-season titles in 2013 and
2014. She was the A-10 defensive player of the year as
a senior in 2017.
“I wouldn’t be where I am today in my basketball
career if it wasn’t for my dad,” she said “He taught me
the game and has been training and coaching me since
I was in fourth grade. I’m grateful for all his time and
all the sacrifices he’s made to help me make my basketball dreams become a reality. I’ve also had great
coaches throughout my basketball career that have
challenged me and pushed me to become a better basketball player and get to the professional level.

Jodie CornelieSigmundova ’16
(France)

Andrijana Cvitkovic ’17
(Italy)

Javonna Layfield ’18
(Portugal, now Greece)

Sam MacKay ’13
(Greece)

Ally Malott ’15
(Australia)

Photograph (left) courtesy NKE-CSATA BUDAPEST

Hall of Fame

R AT E R M A N , SA H N D , W I L L I A M S I N D U C T E D

ENTERING THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON’S ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME

on Jan. 13 were Justine Raterman ’12, Bill Sahnd ’79 and Colleen
Williams ’13.
Raterman is fifth all-time for Flyer women’s basketball in scoring
(1,832 point) and rebounding (915). She was the first player in A-10
history to be named to the conference all-tournament team four
times. Playing with a torn ACL, she scored 19 points as the Flyers lost
in the finals of the 2011 tournament; her senior year they won their
first A-10 championship. Now she is assistant women’s basketball
coach at Miami University.
Sahnd, a starter on UD’s last scholarship football team in 1976,
helped lead the Flyers to their first playoff appearance in 1978. A
team captain that year, he is the only most valuable player of any
Flyer playoff team who was an offensive lineman and one of only four
players in the UD Hall of Fame who were solely offensive linemen.
Now he works for General Electric as an account manager in northeastern Ohio.
In UD women’s soccer history, Williams ranks first in career
points (166) and second in both goals (58) and assists (50). Twice

HALL OF FAMERS The 2019 inductees are (from left) Justine Raterman,

Bill Sahnd and Colleen Williams.

A-10 offensive player of the year and three times a second team All
American, she led Flyer teams to three A-10 championships as well
as two regular-season crowns. Now, living in New Jersey, she heads
SistaSoccer, a nonprofit that distributes donated soccer gear to children and teenagers.

SPORTS SHORTS

Two volleyball
players named
All-Americans
Senior Lauren Bruns and
sophomore Brooke Westbeld
were named to the 2018
American Volleyball Coaches
Association All-America Honorable Mention team. They are
the program’s 15th and 16th
All-American players. Bruns
was also the Atlantic 10 player
of the year.

Fans in the stands
tie record

Seven teams post
perfect records

Take a road trip
to a championship

The University of Dayton
Arena saw eight sold-out
men’s basketball games
this season. The eight sellouts ties the UD Arena record
for the most sellouts in a
season. Dayton had eight sellouts in 1969-70, the UD Arena’s
first year.
On Jan. 6, the UD Arena
became the 11th basketball
home court to have hosted
10 million men’s basketball fans.

In the most recent NCAA
Graduation Success Rate report
on Division I student-athletes,
seven Flyer teams posted
a 100 percent success rate.
The GSR compares the number
of scholarship athletes entering
in a given year with the number
of those graduating within
six years.
The seven teams with perfect scores in this year’s report
are men’s and women’s basketball, men’s and women’s golf,
women’s tennis, volleyball and
men’s cross country. Flyer teams
overall posted a rate of 93.

This season is the first of
three in which the Atlantic 10
men’s basketball championship
is being played in the Barclays
Center in Brooklyn, New York.
The league announced in
February that the Capital One
Arena in Washington, D.C., will
host the championship in 2022;
it also did in 2018. The tournament will return to Brooklyn in
2023 and 2024.
For results from the
2018–19 regular season, visit
daytonflyers.com.

Photographs of Justine Raterman and Colleen Williams by ERICK SCHELKUN
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M O R A L C O U R AG E
PROJECT

UD TEAM MEMBERS

O

Taylor Alexander ’19
Media production

Mayra Baeza ’19

Sociology, human rights

Tania Boh ’19

Political science

Rachel Carr ’20
Political science

Alex Curtin ’20
Political science

Annie Denten ’19
Photography

Rose Dyar ’19

“My hope is fueled by
the hope of others. I see
curiosity lead to movement, and that gives me
hope.” —MAYRA BAEZA

English, human rights

Hannah Gahimer ’19

Political science, Spanish

Maria Gordon ’20
Art education

Natalie Florea Hudson

Associate professor, director of
the human rights studies program

Glenna Jennings

Assistant professor, art and design

Chloé Massie-Costales ’19
Human rights, sociology

Mary McLoughlin ’20

“I derive hope from the perseverance of spirit, the persistence of
struggle and revolutionary capacity
of love.” —JOEL R. PRUCE

English, human rights

Elyse McMahon ’20

Human rights, political science

Taylor Orr ’18
Photography

Maura Parker ’19
Photography

Joel R. Pruce

Assistant professor, political science

Josh Segalewitz ’20

Human rights, sociology

“I find hope in hearing
and being heard, seeing
and being seen, and finding
ways of understanding the
world through the stories
of others.” —JOSH SEGALEWITZ

“I have hope because
the most passionate,
dedicated, driven
students on this campus
are fighting tirelessly
to protect human rights
and dignity for everyone.
There’s nothing we
can’t do.” —TAYLOR ALEXANDER
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Photographs (this page) by ANNIE DENTEN / GLENNA JENNINGS /
MAURA PARKER; (previous spread) by ANNIE DENTEN

E AC H B E LO N G I N G
TO THE OTHER

O

B Y M A RY M c LO U G H L I N ’ 2 0

UR LADY OF GUADALUPE HANGS IN

portraits over the cities of El Paso, Texas, and
Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico, her gaze
resting on the Mexican and on the American without discrimination. From her post
in their churches, businesses, street murals,
thrift shops and homes, Our Lady of Guadalupe serves as the shared mother of these
sister cities, each belonging to the other. Notions of border and nation try to separate
them, but the cities cling to one another as
people move between them — fluid like the
river that forms much of the U.S. and Mexican border. Pigeons fly
from one side to another while desert sand blows between the posts
of the border wall.
I visited both cities last May with the University of Dayton’s Moral Courage Project, a multimedia human rights storytelling project
coordinated by UD’s Human Rights Center and the human rights
studies program, in conjunction with Proof: Media for Social Justice.
This project documented the experience of the border in an attempt
to disrupt the current narratives around immigration and humanize
the issues. For two weeks, our team of students and professors met
with the people who call these cities home, and they shared with us
their stories of tragedy, courage, sorrow, love, resistance and hope.
While we were there, media discourse shared other versions of the
story of immigration, often with language about gang members and
animals and the wall needed to keep them out.
Beneath the shadow of a wall that stands at the border, I encountered much different animals. They were two abandoned stuffed animals — one on the Mexican side, one on the American — sunk in the
sand with stuffing bleeding from tattered seams. I thought not about
gang members but about the children I know who cling to their toys
for comfort. I wondered if the children who once clutched these bears
now have trouble sleeping without them.
In the storage room of a parish office in El Paso, under the gaze
of two statues of the Blessed Mother, we sat with an undocumented
mother. She shared with us the loneliness of immigrating, the pain
of watching the impermeability of the border dissolve her marriage,
and the hope she has that her children will have enough opportunities in America to make that pain worth it. I struggled to understand
some of her Spanish, but I didn’t need a translation to feel the way her
voice trembled under the weight of the love it carried for her family.
At the end of the interview, shaking her hand felt familiar. I had long
ago memorized a mother’s grip — soft and capable — in the hands of
my own mother, my grandmother, my aunts.
On the walls of the home of a deported Vietnam veteran in Juárez,
under a picture of Our Lady of Guadalupe and between the Mexican
and American flags, hangs a painted portrait of the granddaughter
he hasn’t been allowed to meet. The U.S. government tells him who
he can and cannot hold, so instead he cradles a paintbrush and calls

his beloved onto canvas. A border wall separates him from his family,
but on the walls of his home he hangs their faces and holds them in
his gaze. The other exiled U.S. veterans describe him as their grandfather. When he laughs with them, his eyes crinkle in the same places
my grandfather’s used to when he sat around a dining room table with
those he loved.
During our two weeks, we learned from people in their living
rooms and favorite diners, walked with them through their neighborhoods, interviewed them in their offices, and photographed them
living and leading lives that embody moral courage. We asked what
they wanted the rest of the world to know about them. One response
was universal: Immigrants and those who live within the borderlands
are people just as human as anyone else. When we asked what keeps
them hopeful, they told us about their relationships — the reprieve
that comes through the ability to be together, the act of discovering
family within unexpected people and places, the possibility of one
day holding a loved one again, and the strength they find within the
promises of each other. Controlled by a political system designed to
separate, isolate and dehumanize, the offspring of the sister cities resist and rebel under the gaze of a common mother by loving, holding
and being of and for each other.
In only its second iteration, UD’s Moral Courage Project is still in
the process of learning, shifting and growing. As a team of members
with different backgrounds, skill sets and beliefs, we struggle with the
urgency of producing a story that can move its audience in the same
way our experience at the border continues to move us. The course is
rooted in a shared experience and our disagreement functions as momentum instead of conflict. Our work this semester to produce our
exhibit — which includes a physical presentation, podcast, website
and zine — stems from a place of love. The exhibit, America the Borderland, seeks to highlight and share the love motivating our friends
at the border to take risks on behalf of their own communities. The
Moral Courage Project has taught me that human rights work is more
about leaning into a love that complicates our perspective rather
than depending on answers to resolve our questions.
The Blessed Mother hangs in portraits over the University of Dayton just as Our Lady of Guadalupe hangs over the borderlands.
Through our Marianist identity, we have claimed Mary as our mother, but more than that, we have claimed all those who fall under her
gaze as our sisters and brothers. To truly be the University for the
common good, I believe we must mobilize the love that defines our
identity as a community, not as a border which defines the edges of
our community but as a bridge that extends it. When we choose hope
and love as means of resistance, we learn that there are no boundaries
that separate us, no walls which we cannot peer over, and no borders
around the ways we belong to each other.

A version of this essay first appeared in Flyer News. Mary McLoughlin,
opinions editor for Flyer News, is from Williston Park, New York.
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M O R A L C O U R AG E I N
THE BORDERLAND

‘THEY SUFFER, WE SUFFER’
M O N S I G N O R A R T U R O B A Ñ U E L AS is pastor
at St. Mark Catholic Church in El Paso, Texas. He challenges his parishioners to live their faith through action
rather than solely through prayer and piety. Among
the new ministries he’s initiated is Ministerio RICO,
which hosts detained unaccompanied immigrant minors awaiting deportation; it is named for the pastor’s
11-year-old nephew, who was killed in Mexico.

We focus on being a missionary community. You don’t
come to Mass to be Catholic, you go serve to be Catholic.
... Having the immigrants [come] here to the parish was a
blessing. It changed people’s lives because we heard their
stories. And they are now part of changing the narrative about the border and about immigrants. ... And the
narrative is, “They’re children of God. They’re our family.
They’re a part of us. We’re a part of them. They suffer, we
suffer.” The solution is going to be that we listen to each
other’s stories as family. ... And I think that’s a Gospel way
to live your spirituality.

‘ AQ U I E S TOY ’
A N TO N I A “ TO N I TA” M O R A L E S , 90, has lived in the
Duranguito neighborhood of El Paso, Texas, since 1965. She and
her neighbors worked with the police and city to reduce crime
and create a safe, affordable place for families to live. Today, they
are fighting the city to prevent it from building a 15,000-seat
arena in their neighborhood.

This was the first neighborhood in El Paso. This is our roots.
I don’t have any education, but I don’t believe that it is legal or
constitutional to demolish the first neighborhood of a city to
put a sports arena up. ...
I am from the border and I love the border, and not just El
Paso, but Juárez. ... My dream for Duranguito is to preserve it
and to preserve its history. I believe that the children, the children
who are alive now and those who will be born in the future, have a
right to know their history and to know where their city began. ...
I am here. I am here. I am here. (Aqui estoy.)
					 *translated
Photographs (this page and opposite) by MAURA PARKER
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‘I FEEL PROUD’
While living in the U.S. as a permanent legal resident,
was drafted to fight in Vietnam,
returning from war with PTSD. He was deported to Mexico
after attempting to buy illegal drugs to self-medicate. He
operates a support house for exiled veterans, who after
their deaths can return to be buried on U.S. soil.
F R A N C I S C O LO P E Z

When President Kennedy got killed, it really hurt my heart,
you know? I always do something for the United States.
When I got drafted, I didn’t think twice about going to
Vietnam. I wanted to try to help even if I didn’t speak any
English at all. I wanted to do something to help this country,
since they adopted me as an immigrant. That’s the way I
feel. I feel proud to be a Vietnam veteran. ...
I hope for them to let us go back so we can go visit our
families. And I hope that we can go there and get medical
treatment from the veteran hospitals. A lot of veterans are
dying here from a lack of medical help.
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Photographs by GLENNA JENNINGS

‘WHO ELSE?’
U R S U L A AV I L A is a founding member
of Soñados Juntos, the El Paso, Texas, affiliate
of United We Dream. As a queer, undocumented student, Avila describes having lived in a
“double closet.” Today, she discloses her status
openly and with her peers, telling people like
her conoce tu poder, or “know your power.”

I tell my parents what I’m doing, and they
tell me, “That’s dangerous. Don’t do it. You’re
outing yourself. You’re talking to the media.
You’re giving interviews.” ... But I tell them,
“Who else is gonna do it if I don’t?” There
are only some individuals who do it and
who are giving their stories and that is what
encourages other people to do it. ...
I really believe that, though America has
a lot of problems, it is my home. It is what
I’ve known my whole life. I know it’s better
than what it may seem sometimes. That’s my
hope. Knowing that there’s more of us that are
thinking of it in a better way and hoping for a
better tomorrow, and a tomorrow after that one.

Photograph by MAURA PARKER
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H U G S N O T WA L L S
BY JOSH SEGALEWITZ ’20

A

T A PARK AS THE SUN BEGINS TO RISE,

our UD group meets up with members of the Border Network for Human Rights staff, Border Patrol
and other volunteers. Fernando Garcia, director
of the Border Network, gives us instructions and
leads us toward the dried riverbed. Families who
have not been united in three, 11, even 15 years or
more line each side of this division between the
U.S. and Mexico. Some hail from the sister cities
of El Paso and Juárez, while others have driven in
from cities far removed from the border. They receive T-shirts imprinted with “#HugsNotWalls” and wait, peering across the sand to
catch a glimpse of someone they love. A loudspeaker cries out the
national anthems of both the United States and Mexico. And then a
voice says go.
The families rush toward one another and embrace.
A timer counts down three minutes.
And then the voice on the speaker sounds again, this time saying
time is up. Some in our group now have the seemingly impossible task
of separating the families, ensuring the blue T-shirts return to the
U.S., the white T-shirts to Mexico. I stand on a ramp leading up to the
U.S. from the riverbank, where I collect their badges. Children, many
too young to understand the gravity of such an event, ceaselessly cry
as they see loved ones ascend the opposite ramp. Other family mem-
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bers walk hand in hand with the same tears rolling down their faces.
I have tears in my eyes as each person thanks me for the opportunity
to see their family.
Thanks me. For three minutes. Three minutes that, because of the
law or their legal status or personal circumstance, they could secure
no other way.
Why is three minutes OK, but beyond three minutes illegal?
It seems arbitrary. It was but one of many instances that demonstrate how normalized such absurdity is at the border. So many lives
are affected, but life simply goes on. This is part of what it means to
live in a borderland.
Among this discouragement, however, Hugs Not Walls stands as a
beacon of hope for the future. Fernando Garcia asserts time and again
that this event is not only an act of love and dignity but also an act of
protest. The fact that so many people — families, volunteers, even the
U.S. Border Patrol who offer medical care to an undocumented woman on the American side — are willing to participate in an act that so
clearly challenges the traditional conceptions of the southern border
gives me hope.

Josh Segalewitz is a junior from Dayton. He is a leader in PAVE, the Peers
Advocating for Violence Education, and was a member of the 2018 DC Flyers.
He will be participating in the Malawi Research Practicum in summer 2019.

Photograph by TAYLOR ALEXANDER

WHERE TO SEE THE WORK OF
U D ’ S M O R A L C O U R AG E P R O J E C T

America the Borderland

APRIL 11-MAY 12, KELLER HALL ATRIUM

O
 pening reception: April 11 following
the St. Oscar Romero Human Rights
Award and Symposium

Ferguson Voices

APRIL-AUGUST, NATIONAL CIVIL RIGHTS
MUSEUM, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

P
 odcast and web experience:
www.fergusonvoices.org

P
 odcast and web experience:
www.americatheborderland.org
available beginning April 12

Photographs by TAYLOR ALEXANDER / GLENNA JENNINGS / MAURA PARKER
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Where the law and
social media collide,
you’ll find professor
Thaddeus Hoffmeister,
whose legal acumen
and made-for-TV
voice help cut through
the buzz.
BY DEBBIE JUNIEWICZ ’90

34

UNIVERSITY OF

SO

EYES FORWARD, HANDS STILL, THADDEUS

Hoffmeister is the picture of professionalism and poise in front of the camera as he’s
about to be broadcast to an international
audience. But, behind the confidence and
competence, there are still a few welldisguised jitters when he goes “live.”
“It’s still very daunting to go on television, and it’s unnerving to watch yourself
and listen to yourself,” said Hoffmeister, a
professor of law and director of the Criminal Law Clinic at the UD School of Law.
“You can’t give long-winded lawyer answers. You learn, over time, how to get your
point across in two minutes or less. I still
cringe a little bit when I watch, but I know
I’m my own worst critic.”
Hoffmeister didn’t search out the spotlight, but he is becoming slightly more comfortable there as a go-to expert on one of today’s hottest topics, social media, especially
as it pertains to the law. And while he is much
more at home in the classroom or courtroom, the subject is too important to ignore.
“The impact of social media is something
that can follow you around forever, so the
sooner you understand it, the better,” he said.
As the understanding and applications
of social media have become big business,
social media have become more prominent
in Hoffmeister’s business. The law professor — who recently published the book So-

cial Media Law in a Nutshell and has a social
media law blog — is regularly tapped by local, national and international media outlets. From weighing in on major national
news to local issues, Hoffmeister is regularly asked to offer insight and information on
this ever-changing field that touches each
of our lives.
While Hoffmeister the professional
knows all too well the perils and pitfalls of
social media, Hoffmeister the parent also
contends with the complex issue with two
tech-savvy daughters, Ava, 10, and Zola, 13.
“At home, I try to have tech free days,
when no one is supposed to be online,”
Hoffmeister’s wife, Alea Brown-Hoffmeister, said. “He’s the worst offender,” she said
of her husband.
“Outside of him sleeping, working out at
the gym or teaching, he’s on the computer.”

IN A N U T S H E L L

He isn’t alone. The Pew Research Center
recently released its findings that social media sites have surpassed print newspapers
as a news source for Americans. One-in-five
adults in the United States say they often
get news via social media — slightly higher
than the 16 percent who often do so from
print newspapers. Likes, tweets, shares and
pins have become a part of everyday life
with a broad range of implications.

“There are numerous benefits to social
media, the difficulty is that it can also be an
addiction,” Hoffmeister said. “And, for people who live for the likes, it really starts to
impact their self-discovery.”
In Social Media Law in a Nutshell, written
with Ryan Garcia of the University of Texas
School of Law, the authors’ definition of social media includes more than Facebook and
its 2.32 billion monthly active users:
“The social, in social media, is the ability
for communities to be formed and individuals to exchange content around the information that is posted. Conversation is the seed
that has transformed the Internet and the
World Wide Web into social media. ... Social
networking is a huge part of social media,
but it is still just one part. Social media is any
technology that allows online conversation.”
News sites that allow readers to leave
comments, fundraising pages where donors
can offer support, blogs and chat rooms are
all included in the vast social media universe.
While Hoffmeister’s primary focus is the
impact of social media on legal proceedings, the book also serves as a social media
primer, outlining the four core functions:
posting, hashtags, engagement and sharing.

SOCIAL

JUSTICE

1. Text posts, photos and videos are critical
pieces of the social media universe and,
often, of courtroom proceedings.

ON AIR

C-SPAN asked
Hoffmeister to
explain social
media and the law
in a 2013 interview.

2. Hashtags enable people to search topics
and contribute to those conversations.
3. Engagement varies from one-click likes
(Facebook) or hearts (Instagram) to verbose responses. Tagging connects another
user to a particular post.
4. Sharing can propel a message initially seen
by a few friends and family members to a viral post seen by millions around the world.

Those tweets, shares and likes are about
more than popularity, they are about profits.
“Social media is the holy grail for advertising,” Hoffmeister said. “You have to understand how it works and how they make
their money. You have to feed social media.”

GENIE OUT OF THE BOT TLE

If existence is so fleeting, does social media really matter? Absolutely.
An ill-thought-out Facebook post can result in the loss of a job. Online comments and
threats can impact custody hearings. College
admission decisions can be influenced by a
prospective student’s social media presence.
“It’s common for admissions offices to
look to see what kind of person they are letting into their university,” Hoffmeister said.
“People are losing jobs because of ‘private’
or ‘personal’ activity. The
challenge with social media is it’s really hard to separate that online persona
from the person.”
Hoffmeister sees social
media impacting several
areas of law, primarily privacy law, employment law,
criminal law and family law.
“I was always interested
in juries and what I noticed, more and more, was
the impact of social media
on jurors,” he said. “And,
since we can’t put the genie
back in the bottle, we need to know how to
address it.”
Jurors are instructed not to seek evidence or discuss the case. Unless they are
sequestered, that is difficult to monitor aside
from a blatant online post. But monitoring
does take place. The social media presence
of potential jurors is also investigated prior
to seating a jury.
“In a way, the courtroom replicates society as a whole, and they’re going to look
you up,” Hoffmeister said. “And you are

probably going to be monitored if you’re
serving on a jury.”
The jurors aren’t the only ones whose social media presence is dissected. Both plaintiffs and defendants can endure the same.
Information can be powerful and social
media are increasingly impacting the amount
and type of information people receive.
“Information is the new oil and there is
money to be made there,” Hoffmeister said.
“There used to be three places to get your
news; today you can
stay in whatever echo
chamber you want.
There’s no editing and
no oversight. That’s one
of the biggest changes
I’ve seen. And with such
an overload of information, it can be difficult to
discern the good from
the bad.”
As social media’s impact has increased, so
too has Hoffmeister’s
media appearances. He
was tapped 12 times in
September as an expert source for a variety
of legal topics including the Brett Kavanaugh Supreme Court hearing, said Shawn
Robinson, associate director of UD news and
communications.
“He’s been invaluable in helping share
the School of Law’s expertise and reputation worldwide, often going above and beyond the call of duty,” Robinson said. “On
multiple occasions, he’s done in-person
morning show appearances in Cincinnati
and Dayton less than two hours apart.”

“ The
 courtroom
replicates
society as
a whole, and

they're going
to look you up."
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Hoffmeister — whose initial apprehension had as much to do with tripping over
cords in the studio as it did with worry about
what to say — has a growing appreciation of
experienced media personalities.
“I definitely have gained a greater respect
for people who sound so smooth when they
are on-air, especially when they are live,” he
said, smiling. “I’m working on it.”
Robinson said that work is paying off.
“The feedback we get from media about
Thaddeus is great,” Robinson said. “CTV, in
Canada, had him on one Friday afternoon
and liked him so much they had him on
later that afternoon and then a couple more
times that weekend.”

‘PEOPLE PAY AT TENTION’

While Hoffmeister is frequently sought
out for his legal and social media savvy, live
shots are only a small part of his professional persona.
“My favorite job is being a law professor,”
he said. “You get to research and write about
things that really interest you and impact
others who are interested in the law.”
His enthusiasm for the profession is noticed by his students, including Catherine
Breault ’18, a December graduate who was
in Hoffmeister’s Criminal Law class.
“He definitely teaches with a lot of energy and that energy is contagious, he makes
people want to learn,” she said. “Everything
he does is so natural and his tone is so engaging. He has a game-show-host voice; it
makes people pay attention.”
From a French major at Morgan State University, Hoffmeister went on to earn a degree
from Northeastern University Law School

and a Master of Laws degree from the Georgetown University Law Center. After stints
working on Capitol Hill and clerking for a
federal judge, Hoffmeister joined the UD law
school faculty in 2007. He teaches a variety of
classes including Social Media Law, Internet
of Things and the Law and Criminal Law.
“His classes on technology law are on
the cutting edge, as is much of his scholarship,” said Julie Zink, professor of lawyering
skills. “It is clear to anyone who knows him
that he values viewpoints different from his
own, and he encourages his students to do
the same. Thaddeus treats everyone with
respect.”
Zink has been Hoffmeister’s colleague
for more than a decade and has seen his ability in several capacities. As associate dean of
academic affairs, Hoffmeister reviewed and
approved budgets, hired adjunct faculty,
was involved with curriculum planning, assigned teaching responsibilities, and counseled students on academic performance.
“He always approached problems in a
calm manner and worked diligently to solve
them,” she said. “I have had the pleasure
of working on committees with Thaddeus
several times in the course of the past decade. Each time, he dug in and delivered on
whatever he was asked to do. His perspectives are insightful, such that his involvement in projects always contributes to better results.”
Breault saw firsthand Hoffmeister’s dedication to his students when she was working in the law clinic.
“He’s always in court with his students
and he gives a lot of himself to the clinic,”
she said. “But, he also lets us have the opportunity to grow as attorneys, and that’s
incredibly valuable.
“He is the kind of professor that, 15 years
down the road, you could call and consult
with.”

ASK THE
EXPERT
A brief list of media
outlets and the topics
that have led them to
seek comment from
professor Thaddeus
Hoffmeister.

Beyond campus, Hoffmeister — who enlisted in the U.S. Army when he was 17 years
old — continues to serve his country as a
lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army National
Guard. He spends one weekend a month
representing soldiers whom the government has taken action against. In his civilian
capacity, he serves as an acting municipal
court judge and gives lectures around the
country.

DIGITAL ED

7 THINGS every digital
denizen should know

BY TH A D D E U S H O FFM E I STE R

1. Set privacy settings to the highest level.
2. Be wary of third-party apps.
3. 	Similar to “sex ed,” teach your children
“digital ed.”

4. B
 e aware that people act differently online,
including impersonating others.

For all his social media acumen, Hoffmeister frequently defers to his wife when
it comes to a social media strategy at home.
“I’m the sheriff,” Brown-Hoffmeister
said, smiling. “Our youngest daughter won’t
get a phone until she is in the eighth grade.
And, with our oldest, I have explained the
long-term repercussions of social media use
and the importance of limiting her social
footprint.”
Zola is not permitted to comment online
and mom has the ability to look at her texts
and emails — much to her daughter’s dismay.
“When we first got her a phone, I naively
thought it would be used mostly to communicate with us,” Brown-Hoffmeister said.
“What I soon realized was how much information was at her fingertips.”
That revelation led to a variety of Hoffmeister household rules including technology time limits. The dinner table is a designated no computer and no phone zone —
although dad sometimes struggles with this
rule even more than his daughters.
“His computer is like a security blanket,”
Brown-Hoffmeister said.
Hoffmeister admits that he struggles
with a need to be constantly connected.
“We are expected to give instant responses and we have come to expect instant updates, and I’m as guilty as anyone,” he said.
While he admits his own social media

5. 	Even anonymous content can be traced
back to you.

6. 	Online content has the potential to reach
billions and live forever.

7. 	Use social media responsibly. Ask yourself,

do I want this content to be around five, 10,
15 years from now? What if every phone
call I ever made was somehow memorialized and available to the public?

self-control could be strengthened, Hoffmeister’s social media savvy and parenting
insights might result in a curriculum change
in his children’s school district.
“I’m pushing for the idea of having digital
ed, much like they have sex ed,” he explained.
“These kids need to know how to use technology appropriately. Maybe they can even
teach their parents something.”
In the workplace as well as at home, Hoffmeister has discovered that social media reset the rules on how we communicate and
interact.
“There are both positives and negatives to
this new medium, some we know and some
we have yet to learn,” he said. “Those who
turn their back on social media do so at their
own peril and risk being left behind. On the
other hand, those who spend every waking
moment sharing their life will be consumed
by social media. The key is maintaining
proper balance.”

“Possible Delay on
Kavanaugh Vote,”
CTV, Canada

“Dayton’s Marijuana Plan
Earns Praise, Criticism,”
Dayton Daily News

“Kanye West’s Instagram
Campaign Could Be Illegal,”
Fortune

“New Push to Stop
Online Child Trafficking,”
WVXU-FM, Cincinnati

“Stingray Cell Phone
Tracker,” Palm Beach Post,
Florida

“Is It Legal for Police to
Find a Suspect Using Online
Genealogical Databases?”
ABC 22/Fox 45, Dayton

“Divided Menendez
Jury Will Restart Its
Deliberations,”
The Wall Street Journal

“Why Juries Have a Hard
Time Convicting Cops,”
USA TODAY

“Costs Prosecuting
Bill Cosby in Sexual Assault
Trial Dwarfed by Costs to
Defend Him,” BlackPressUS

“Lawyer Takes on Google,
Facebook, Twitter Over
Terror Videos,” Fox News

“Companies Are Constantly
Tracking You on Social
Media,” Fox 45, Dayton
“Battling Online Bots,
Trolls and People,”
Inside Science

“What Is a Grand Jury?”
Mental Floss

“Social Media and the
Courtroom,” Academic Minute, WMAC Albany, New York
“The Big Problem With
Jury Sequestration,”
New York Magazine
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From the “spaces between” series

When
thıngs go 			
		 mıssıng
photographs by
Joel Whıtaker
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Things in our lives go missing.
Car keys are misplaced.
A single sock sits lonely in the laundry basket.
In 2011, supercell storms spawned tornadoes that
ripped through the American South, causing loss and
destruction.
Joel Whitaker, professor of art, saw its effects as he
traveled to his home state of Alabama to help care for
his mother.
“I was not there to witness it, and I didn’t want to go
photograph that damage,” he said. But he was drawn to
using art to explore the concept of what happens when
things go missing. It’s the notion of moving from recognition to acceptance, he said: “That it’s there one minute
and gone the next.”
Since 2013, Whitaker has been creating art for the
series When Things Go Missing. Four sections of photographs were installed in an exhibit at The Contemporary
Dayton gallery last fall, supported by grants from the
Montgomery County (Ohio) Arts & Cultural District and
FotoFocus, a nonprofit arts organization.
The project began with a single image of a boat on the
river, a remnant of a collection of discarded glass plate
negatives used by Whitaker to create Cities, a previous
series of manipulated photographs. The boat and its passengers are indistinct in a sea of gray and silver tones.
In When Things Go Missing: spaces between, it’s the
space between the photos, their physical relationship to
one another, the difference between what we see and what
we know, and the thought of what happens both before and
after the photograph is taken that preoccupy the onlooker.
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The installation includes a photograph of plastic
purple grapes adjacent to a black-and-white image of a
field that sit on a long, wooden shelf. The subject matter is intentionally incongruous. These flat printings of
three-dimensional objects again take on a 3-D quality as
the photos sitting on the shelf bend and curl under their
own weight.
In his second section, When Things Go Missing: in memoriam, the photographs focus on plastic flowers, silk ribbons and other memorials blown away or discarded from
previously ordered gravesites.
“My photographs are a reflection of my original distraction,” Whitaker said. But in their scattered existence
is also another message of loss, the loss of the order and
organization of internment and memorial.
In the third section, When Things Go Missing: dirt and
air, Whitaker explores the space we occupy with nothing
but nature to suggest our place in it.
Whitaker said he was struck with the idea that we simultaneously stand on dirt and breathe air. While these
images have hallmarks of traditional black-and-white
landscapes, Whitaker said he veers away from the burden
of the genre by choosing impermanent scenes — a mud
puddle, a wooded hillside — and intentionally saturating
the paper with image.
“I wanted these photographs to be these dark velvety
surfaces that you just move over,” he said. “They carry that
kind of quality of dirt rather than that quality of image.”

From the “shovels” series
From the “spaces between” series
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From the “in memoriam” series

In the final section of photos, When Things Go Missing: shovels,
Whitaker has some fun with both the subject and the audience. He
explained his original intention was to dig a hole large enough to
stand in. “But it’s a lot of work for me to dig a hole big enough for me
to stand in,” he said. So, instead, he planted his shovel in places he
might like to dig a hole.
“I wanted an inviting space but I also wanted a space that could look
like it popped up in a Cohen brothers movie,” he said. “They don’t carry
that sense of threatening, but they carry that sense of punctuation.”
In this section most of all, Whitaker’s work takes on the veil of performance art.
“The performative aspect of the shovel is the idea of digging the
hole but not committing to digging the hole but then using the prop to
actually illustrate that idea without following through,” he said.
The artist’s performance is a part of all his photographs. Whitaker
said he chooses a subject and moves in and around it, with a camera
in the space between, “considering it in ways that are different from
it just sitting there,” he said.
Whitaker has been making art professionally for more than 35
years — since 1993 as a faculty member in the Department of Art and
Design. Like his fellow faculty, he is a teacher who “makes stuff,” he
said, an often messy process with no concrete answers and the everpresent taint of failure. But that’s what makes you a better educator,
he said.
“It makes you a little more understanding of the struggles that
students are going to have because you continue to struggle,” he said.
Similar to other professions, artists discover there are multiple
ways to consider a problem, and just as many ways to answer the question, none necessarily more right or wrong than the others, he said.
42
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When Things Go Missing allows the viewer to consider all these
questions, free of an embedded narrative, and progress from realization to acceptance of the transitory nature of all things.
“We don’t give ourselves enough credit for what it is we see,” he
said. “We don’t look and try to understand what we see. We oftentimes make assumptions based on what we think we see — and there’s
just a billion and one examples of how that goes bad — instead of actually looking hard and taking some time to think about what we’re seeing and how we’re seeing it.”
See more at joelwhitaker.com.

“As Mark Twain knew, travel and exposure
to other cultures is the best way to learn
about and grow yourself.”
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BACK PORCH
ALU M N I I N ACTION
FLYERS FOR KIDS
Flyers for Kids is a Denverbased nonprofit organization
that raises money and provides
programming for underprivileged youth. After raising more
than $5,000 in December 2018,
the Denver alumni community
was able to take Denver city
schoolchildren to the Denver zoo,
provide a gift for each child and
buy coats, boats and school supplies for their local school district.

Anniversary celebration
for human rights program

TWO PROFESS
SOLEMN VOWS
Brother Simon Hermann
’10 and Brother Nathaniel
Szidik ’11 professed solemn
vows as Benedictine monks of
Saint Meinrad Archabbey in a
Jan. 25 ceremony.

HOLLYWOOD GLAM
Four UD graduates, Nathan
Pyle ’12, Michael Sticka ’06,
Tera Siwicki Healy ’95 and
Kristin Kusnik Klimas ’05, had
the star-studded opportunity
to work behind the scenes at
this year’s Grammy Awards,
held Feb. 10.

Discover more at:
alumnicommunity.udayton.edu
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THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON CELEBRATED THE 20th

anniversary of the human rights studies program
in December with hundreds of alumni, students
and friends arriving on campus to celebrate the twoday event.
A graduate of the program, McLean Johnson
’12 was one of several alumni showcasing the career possibilities available to human rights studies
majors.
“I think a lot of people hear ‘human rights major’
and it’s one of those things that sounds like a fun degree, but you’re not sure how you would use it,” she
said. “Obviously, there are many of us who found
wonderful ways to use that degree.”
Johnson, attorney-adviser at the National Labor
Relations Board, returned to campus Dec. 6 for a
panel discussion, “Human Rights Practice and Profession: From the Classroom to the Field.”
The event also coincided with the 70th anniversary of the United Nations’ Universal Declaration
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of Human Rights.
“To come back and hopefully inspire other UD
students and community members to get involved
in human rights issues is always exciting,” said
Johnson, who also holds a law degree from Indiana
University’s Maurer School of Law.
The University of Dayton established the nation’s first undergraduate human rights studies program in 1998 and launched one of the nation’s first
bachelor’s degrees in human rights studies in 2008.
The University’s Human Rights Center was founded
in 2013 to lead the global human rights community
in the search for transformative solutions to systemic patterns of injustice that will affect real change in
the lives of the poor and the persecuted.
—DAVE LAR S EN

(ABOVE) Several alumni returned to campus to speak on
the range of job opportunities available to human rights majors. (Left to right) Anamarie Karrels ’16, Laura Getz ’11, Mike
Schulz ’07, Kata Lucas ’12, McLean Johnson ’12

A heart for giving
STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS WERE A BIG PART OF THE CLASS OF 1955’S GIFT
scholarship committee and its donors, believe in me and are willing to
to the University of Dayton when they celebrated the 50th anniverinvest in my success,” Benjamin said. “This scholarship has given me
sary of their graduation. They were gifts that keep on giving.
extra motivation to finish my UD career strong and to continue excelThe gift included a $10,000 award to the Osher Lifelong Learning
ling in and out of the classroom.”
Institute. Julie Mitchell ’87, executive director of Special Programs
The prolific givers have made significant contributions over the
and Continuing Education, said, “The genyears. An anonymous member of the class
erous gift to UDOLLI from the Class of ’55
contributed $500,000 earmarked for
has made it possible for us to provide 80
scholarships and another $10,000 gift went
scholarships for a total of $5,600. We are
to the endowment for the Erma Bombeck
using the remaining $4,400 to build a relaWriters’ Workshop to help keep the worktionship with McKinley United Methodist
shop affordable for writers.
Church on Hawthorn Street in West DayOver the years, 307 members of the
ton and encourage their members to join
class have made a gift to the University,
us with scholarship support.”
including three who have contributed
She went on to say she is working with
more than $1 million, in addition to a rePastor Peter Matthews “as he establishes
cent pledge of $1 million. Gifts to UD from
the John E. Moore Center to support the
members of the Class of 1955 total more
West Dayton neighborhood.”
than $5 million.
KRISTINA BENJAMIN is this year’s recipient of the Class of
John E. Moore, 95 years old, is a promiWhy do they support UD? Bob Daley ’55
1955 Scholarship.
nent leader in the Dayton community and
offers some context: “We were born during
is among the most distinguished members of the Class of 1955.
the darkest days of the Great Depression, went to secondary schools
The gift also funds a $25,000 annual award of the Class of 1955
during World War II and the men looked for Korean War draft deScholarship. The class has raised nearly $70,000 and has awarded 13
ferments as they registered in the fall of 1951. Those were uncertain
scholarships. Eleven of the scholarship winners have graduated and
times. We thrived and prospered and are grateful to the University of
two are current students. This years’ recipient, Kristina Benjamin, a
Dayton and the Society of Mary for a good education. For us, it’s paysenior human rights major, said she is grateful for the support.
back time. Our hearts tell the story: we’re proud alums and our affec“It demonstrated that many instrumental people, including the
tion for UD is off the charts.”

MY OLD HOUSE

215 K St.

SIGMA ALPHA IOTA, A WOMEN’S MUSIC FRATERNITY,

has filled 215 K St. with song since 1980.
In 1982, Toni Williams DeVelin ’83 and Patty
Fairlie Eversole ’84 were some of the first sisters
to live in the six-person home.
Although the cozy porch swing DeVelin
fondly recalls no longer sways, nearly 40 years
later, 215 K St. is still home to SAI.
“It’s really interesting to me that it’s still an
SAI house,” DeVelin said. “After all these years,
the house is still very familiar.”
And though DeVelin says the closets were
no more than the width of a hanger and Eversole lived in the one double bedroom that required her friend Robyn Mars Gold ’84 to live
in a closet-like alcove, the residents found they
did not lack space in the living room with the
floral sofa.
“I remember gathering to watch Star Trek
episodes,” Eversole says. “We had a great time
doing that.”
When it was time for class, they were not
far from where they needed to go. In fact,

they were close to everything except laundry.
DeVelin solved this problem by using the freestanding tub in the upstairs bathroom.
The house was also a place for fraternity ceremonies, dinners and fundraiser preparations.
One of DeVelin’s favorite fundraisers was
singing valentines.
“We sold them on campus and recorded our
group playing the music at the house. We would
take it with us when we sang to people in person
or over the phone. Those were fun, even though
I was not a vocal major.”
But because of their sisterhood and dedication to caring for the home, 215 K St. was filled
with love every day of the year.
“I remember getting a letter from housing
that thanked us for keeping the house in good
shape,” DeVelin said. “I don’t know how many
people get thank you letters from housing.”
Now today, many years later, SAI sisters continue to fill the house they made into a home
with music just as they did in 1982.

—DANIELLE DAMON ’18

TO TAKE A TOUR: visit udayton.edu/magazine/my-old-house.php | SUGGEST YOUR OLD HOUSE: magazine@udayton.edu

Illustration by FRANK PAUER
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2017–18 GIFTS AT A GLANCE
Other
organizations

8.61%

Faculty
and staff

.56%

Current
students

.03%

Alumni

39.11%

Parents

7.21%
OUR DONORS
Friends

16.09%

$37,358,038
TOTAL GIVING

First-time donors
last fiscal year

Foundations and
corporations

28.39%

$4M

Awarded in donorfunded scholarships

11%

of first-year students
received a donorfunded scholarship

“MY PARENTS TRIED FOR YEARS TO GET ME INTO

Spanish,” said Jennifer Welch ’19, a mechanical engineering major. “I even went to a Spanish preschool
so I could hear the language. For some reason, it just
wouldn’t stick. So, I just grew up thinking I couldn’t
learn foreign languages.”
Then, in high school, Welch’s mother persuaded
her to take a Chinese after-school class. “I thought I
was going to hate it, and I just loved it. I don’t know
whether it’s the engineering brain in me or the characters make more sense than Spanish conjugations,
but it just clicked.”
This love for the language has morphed into so
much more at the University of Dayton. She is minoring in Chinese language and Asian studies and spent
the spring of 2017 at the UD China Institute. Thanks
to a gift from emeritus trustee Bill Anderson and his
wife, Janice, Welch was able to return last summer,
further immersing herself in her studies and the
Chinese culture.
The fund, which is focused on creating student
leaders who recognize and share the value of crosscultural engagement, found an ideal recipient in Welch.
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Donors who gave
for three or more
consecutive years

2,059

(cash received)

O U R AWA R D S

13,102
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90.4%

Retention of
first-year students

$3,900
Average donor-funded
scholarship award

“We didn’t want to give the scholarship to someone who just wanted to improve their language
skills,” Anderson said. “I was hoping for an ambassador who would find out what the average Chinese person thinks of America and its people and, in return,
tell the Chinese our story.”
Welch did just that.
“Living with Chinese students, I got a whole new
sense of Chinese perspectives,” Welch said. “Politics
definitely came up a lot, with everything in the news,
things like the tariffs, U.S. and North Korean relations. It was interesting to get their views on those
situations and share my perspective.”
She also served as a resident assistant during the
summer stay, helping American students acclimate to
an unfamiliar country and confront their misconceptions about Chinese society and culture, something
she had to contend with during her first trip.
“Being on the other side of it, helping guide them
through those eye-opening moments when they
realized that the biases they held weren’t entirely
founded, was really fulfilling,” she said.
—L IS A VANDY KE


G IVI NG BACK
EMERITUS TRUSTEE
Bill Anderson has had life
experiences that few can
envision. A British citizen
born in China, Anderson was
forced to flee China with his
mother in 1937, due to the
invasion of Japanese armies.
Four years later, while serving as a member of the Hong
Kong Volunteer Defence
Corps, he was captured by
the Japanese and was a prisoner of war for four years.
During this time, Anderson met George Haynes, a
fellow POW who was the
manager of National Cash
Register, China. Both men
survived their imprisonment
and, after the war, Haynes
offered Anderson a position
at NCR, as general manager
of NCR’s Hong Kong office.
Anderson accepted and
excelled at the company,
eventually becoming the
president of NCR in 1972,
CEO one year later, and
chairman in 1974. He was the
first international executive
to head a major U.S. company and did so with incredible success — bringing the
company from a mechanical/manufacturing firm into
the electronic age.
His role with NCR
brought him and his wife,
Janice, to Dayton — and
they have been crucial to
the vitality of the region,
supporting numerous local
organizations, including the
University of Dayton. Serving
on the University’s board of
trustees from 1982 to 1991,
Anderson helped lay the
groundwork for the
University’s prominence
and growth. In addition,
their support of international education at UD, including
their recent establishment
of the Anderson China
Studies Fund, has proved
pivotal in our ability to
develop servant-leaders who
can succeed — and make
a positive impact — in an
ever-more connected world.
“I believe that you
should give back to society
what you get from it,” Anderson said. —LISA VANDYKE

ROYAL
MYSTERY
S O LV I N G A

IT’S BEEN SAID THAT SPRING CLEANING IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL. AND SOMETIMES,

while clearing out the cobwebs and clutter, you discover a hidden treasure.
Misty Sayre in University advancement was cleaning out a storage closet
when she came across a scrapbook dating to the 1920s. It belonged to Robert
Emmett Keane, a 1932 grad who died in 1973. It contained a mix of photos
from his family, his time as a student at UD, and Europe during World War II,
as well as some curious photos of a swimsuit-clad Edward, Duke of Windsor.
A little digging by Sayre revealed that Keane and his brother, William
’30, graduated from UD after first attending the University’s grade school,
St. Mary’s Prep School. She also discovered Emmett Keane had a granddaughter, Amy Kupchinskas Molina ’97, who lives in Arizona.
“The scrapbook was donated to UD by my aunt, Kathleen McLaughlin, several years ago. She thought the alumni association might find it interesting,”
Molina said. And his relationship with the former king of England? “Emmett
was in ROTC at UD and commissioned as an officer in WWII,” she explained.
“He was in Miami, Florida, on military business when he met and charmed
the Duke of Windsor and his wife,” she said. Few other details of that meeting
are explained, but the pictures are certainly treasured heirlooms the family is
elated to have back in their possession.
“I appreciate the fact that UD tracked me down and sent the scrapbook
back to us. I had no idea it existed,” Molina said.
Added Sayre, “It’s a cool thing to be able to return this piece of personal
history to Emmett’s family where it belongs.”
So while doing your spring cleaning this year, don’t forget to dig a little
deeper and see what treasures you can uncover. — J EAN EEN PAR S ON S
RUBBING ELBOWS Although the circumstances of how they met remain unknown,

Keane (left) socializes with Edward, Duke of Windsor (right) in December 1942.

Reunion
Weekend
2019
J U N E 7- 9

GET OUT YOUR OLD UD GEAR AND SEND AN EMAIL, CALL OR TEXT TO YOUR CLASSMATES.
It’s time to start planning for Reunion Weekend. Registration is now open.
Everyone is invited back to campus each year, even if you are not part of one of the milestone reunion classes. Classes celebrating a reunion June 7–9, 2019, are the Golden Flyers,
1969, 1974, 1979, 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, 2004, 2009 and 2014.
From Porch Parties to simply walking around your old stomping grounds again, there is
something for everyone. Come back to campus and reunite with fellow Flyers.

Reunion details can be found at your.udayton.edu/reunion, and don’t forget to tag #UDRW
when you are here!
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N OW

READ | SEE | HEAR

THIS
YES WE CAN: THE
PATHWAY TO VOCATIONS

ALUMNI COMMUNITY

The River Stewards

Walt Thome ’51

During the past 40 years,
the number of Catholic
priests across the country
has been in steady decline,
according to research put forth by Walt
Thome. Yes We Can dives into the vocation
crisis in the Catholic Church and explores how
some dioceses are overcoming it. The book
further explores how Catholic high schools
can help solve this problem facing the Church.
“I want to spread the message that Catholic
high school education impacts the number
of priests being ordained,” Thome said. The
book has formal endorsements from three
bishops in the Church.

WHAT’S MY NAME?

Lisa Phillips Philippart ’82
Have you ever had a dog
that seemed more human
than canine? Author Lisa
Phillips Philippart introduces us to Shadow in her first
children’s book, What’s My Name? When the
“real” Shadow passed away from pancreatic
cancer, Lisa whispered a promise to him that
she would share his life with others from
his perspective. This book is a read-to-me
story, meaning the reader “talks” for Shadow.
Shadow, a Golden Retriever, is anxious to find
his perfect family. But there is one thing he
wants more: a name!

RACE AND GENDER
IN MODERN WESTERN
WARFARE
David Ulbrich ’93

David Ulbrich and co-author
Bobby Wintermute present
readers with the complexities among race, gender and war. In the first
book-length text of its kind, Ulbrich surveys
several case studies in Western military
experiences beginning in the 19th century
and going through the 20th studying war as
a series of complex social interactions. “No
other book blends race, gender and military
history in the way we do,” Ulbrich said. Associate professor at Norwich University, Ulbrich
is also the co-editor of The Routledge History
of Global War and Society.
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THE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT, AWARENESS

and appreciation of waterways, experiential learning and friendships forged are elements River Stewards alumni continue to
remember even years after leaving campus.
River Stewards is a program of the Rivers Institute in the Fitz Center for Leadership in Community. Since it began in 2007,
with the first graduating cohort in 2010, the
three-year interdisciplinary program engages undergraduate students in initiatives that
mainly center around the Great Miami River
Watershed. Each program consists of three
cohorts totaling 50 students who represent
more than 25 majors from around campus.
Allie Rakowski ’14 works for the Savannah River Ecology Lab at the University of
Georgia as a lab manager for a wildlife ecology lab. She said she values the close sense of
community she feels with her cohort more
than four years after graduation and more
than 500 miles away from campus.
“We spent a lot of time together for the
program and developed friendships and
bonds that extended out of River Stewards,”
she said. “It’s really difficult not to feel a
bond or connection with open-minded people who share similar interests but have different experiences.”
And those experiences are shared by
many alumni of the program.
“I would not be where I am today without the program,” said Sarah Berger ’17, who
works on a vineyard in Napa, California,
educating visitors on the role of water in
viniculture.
“I gained so much confidence through

community outreach, leading kayaking
tours and all of the projects and programs
in between. Everyone had a leadership role.
The accountability of a group of peers I respect promoted my ability to trust and depend on others,” Berger added.
Many, including Nolan Nicaise ’11, said
that without participation in the program,
his current community efforts and his profession may not have manifested.
“My work was impacted by being a River
Steward,” said Nicaise, who works as an environmental compliance specialist with BP
U.S. Pipelines and Logistics in Chicago. “I
work daily with Clean Water Act regulations
as they pertain to pipelines in wetlands and
streams.”
And he is not alone. After graduating,
Rakowski remained interested in the environment and taught about the habitats of
turkeys to a teen ambassadors program during her master’s. Berger continues to volunteer with her local watershed community.
Nicaise advises incoming first-yearstudents to investigate the benefits of the
program that span well beyond the undergraduate years.
“It is through canoeing and kayaking the
river that you bond with others, observe the
river and its nuances, beauties and problems, and form a connection with place that
will drive your academic and professional
futures,” he said.
As for the community, it can be said
though the river stays fluid, the memories
made on it remain forever intact.

—GI TA BALAKR I S H NAN
Photograph by KRISTIN DAVIS ’19
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G O L D E N F LY E R S
BROTHER AL KUNTEMEIER, S.M.
’51 (EDS) lives in San Antonio,
Texas. He writes, “I celebrated my
platinum jubilee, marking 70 years
as a Marianist, on Aug. 11, 2018.”
TOM CAMERA ’62
(EDS) and SHARON
McPHERSON CAMERA
’63 (MGT) went on a
river cruise from
Vienna, Austria, to
Amsterdam in the
Netherlands in November 2018. Tom
writes, “We find this a great way to
travel in our golden years.” The couple
lives in Venice, Florida.
ROBERT LEWAND
’66 (MTH) lives in
Baltimore. He writes,
“Between visits to the
Shrine of Our Lady
of Fatima and the
Shrine of Our Lady of
Lourdes, I posed for this photo in
Portugal in October 2018.”
LARRY
AUGUSTYN
’67 (MGT)
and his wife,
Mary, live in
Breckenridge, Colorado. The couple
recently enjoyed reading UD Magazine
with fellow Flyers Bill Schraml ’68 and
Mary Jo Deck Schraml ’68.
JERRY MAZZA ’67 (BUS) married
PATRICIA McSWEENY ’68 (EDU)
Sept. 8, 2018. They write, “We
finally married — 52 years after
taking Father Burns’ marriage
class, after dating while at UD, and
breaking up, then marrying others,
having children and grandchildren,
and getting divorces. We reconnected
three years ago and have been
inseparable ever since, including
during two trips to UD. We’re both
retired and would love to hear from
our classmates at jjmazza2@gmail.com
or greeny3476@aol.com.” The couple
lives in Langhorne, Pennsylvania.
AL TORRES
’67 (ELE) and
JOAN NICKOL
TORRES ’69
(EDS) live in
Dayton. Recently, the couple, along
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MAU R E E N H O FFMAN S HAN KEY ’69

Creating her own passion
IF WE’RE LUCKY, WE DISCOVER OUR PASSIONS EARLY IN LIFE.

Maureen Hoffman Shankey did just that her senior year at UD
when Brother Louis Weber, S.M., started a jewelry making course.
“Even though I couldn’t afford to take the class, Brother
Weber let me come to the studio. My parents sent me jewelry
to melt down to save money on supplies. They really sacrificed
to send me to UD, and I will always be grateful,” Shankey said.
Shankey used her fine arts degree to teach at the elementary
and junior high levels for 20 years, although only four teaching
art. Her final 10 years as a full-time educator were spent teaching metalsmithing and jewelry-making at the college level.
“It was like getting paid to go to summer camp,” she said. “I
would be grinning the whole way from the parking lot to the studio thinking, ‘They are paying me to do this!’”
These days the Florida resident concentrates on creating
wearable art. She’s received numerous awards and regularly exhibits her work around the country.
“I only enter shows that are juried as I learn more surrounded by people who amaze and challenge me artistically,” she said.
She markets her pieces through Gaskell and Shankey Design, a
partnership with a fellow artist.
“Making art comes from an unconscious subliminal place,”
Shankey said. “I collect mental images everywhere from the
woods to the beach and the hardware store. So, if the design isn’t
coming easily, I blank my mind and the muse comes. Being creative means solving problems in new ways.”
A passion for making jewelry wasn’t all Shankey found at UD.
“Besides my wonderful education, I also got a wonderful
husband. I had a ring two weeks after our first date the second
semester of freshman year. Vince ’69 and I were married in the
UD chapel the July after graduation and will soon celebrate
our 50th anniversary. I made his wedding ring in Brother
Weber’s class.” — JEANEEN PARSO NS
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with Terry Kasten ’84 and Linda
Stehlin Kasten ’02, spent time in
Ben Gurion Airport, Tel Aviv, on their
return trip from the Holy Land, where
they read their UD Magazine.

at jjmazza2@gmail.com or
greeny3476@aol.com.” The couple
lives in Langhorne, Pennsylvania.

FATHER RALPH VERDI, C.PP.S.
’67 (PHL) is a senior associate at St.
Charles Center in Carthagena, Ohio.

KATHLEEN FERRON COLEMAN
(MTA) and STEVE COLEMAN (MEE)
live in Marshall, Wisconsin. They
write, “We celebrated our 50th
wedding anniversary Dec. 27, 2018.”

PATRICIA SCHULKER LIENING
’68 (EDE) and her husband, John,
live in Tipp City, Ohio. She writes,
“We celebrated our 50th wedding
anniversary with family and friends.
We’re enjoying retirement. Our three
children and eight grandchildren
keep us busy.”
PATTY McSWEENY
’68 (EDU) married
JERRY MAZZA ’67
(BUS) Sept. 8, 2018.
They write, “We
finally married — 52
years after taking
Father Burns’ marriage class, after
dating while at UD, and breaking up,
then marrying others, having children
and grandchildren, and getting
divorces. We reconnected three
years ago and have been inseparable
ever since, including during two trips
to UD. We’re both retired and would
love to hear from our classmates

1969

DOTTIE FUGIEL (EDS) lives in
Chicago with her husband, Jerry
Smith. While at Tintswalo Lodges
in South Africa, she visited Kruger
National Park and writes to say
that she, by sheer coincidence, met
another UD grad, Jeff Brunner ’05,
in their safari vehicle.
BILL REDLIN (JRN) and NINA
MEETIN REDLIN (RUS) live in
Reston, Virginia. They write, “We’re
both retired and still active, enjoying
our children and grandchildren. We
try to travel someplace special at
least once a year.”
JOAN NICKOL TORRES (EDS) and
AL TORRES ’67 (ELE) live in Dayton
and recently visited the Holy Land.
Joan writes, “We spent 10 days
retracing the footsteps of Jesus on
an amazing journey.”

1970
DIANE
DIEDEN EGE
(ENG) and
WOLF EGE
(EDS) live in
Dayton. They write, “We reviewed
the UD Magazine article about the
China project and were then warmly
welcomed by UD China Institute Dean
Weiping Wang and staff members
during our visit to Suzhou in August
2018 as part of a tour of China. We
were impressed by the spacious
facility and the enthusiasm of the
staff. We have now fully retired.”

1971
VIRGINIA BRABENDER (PHL)
and her husband, Arthur Weisfeld,
live in Swarthmore, Pennsylvania.
She writes, “The American
Psychological Association recently
published a textbook of which
I am a co-author, titled Group
Psychotherapy in Inpatient,
Partial Hospital and Residential
Care Settings.”
SISTER AQUINAS KURTZ, O.S.F.
(ENG) lives in Belleville, Illinois.
She writes, “I celebrated my 60th
anniversary as a Franciscan Sister

A N AT O M Y O F
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UD UNDERGRAD

SOCCER BALL
Jim said, “My roommate,
Ray Lee ’79, and I painted
the ball. It took about a day
or two. We had one of our
engineering housemates,
Tom Marten ’74, solve the
geometric challenge of the
ball panels.”

50

JAMES “JIM” GERKER ’75
(EDS) lives in Kirkwood, Missouri.
He writes, “In 2010, while my
daughter, Annie, was a UD student,
I knocked on the door of 216
College Park, my home while I was
a UD undergrad in the early 1970s.
I asked the current students living
there for a tour. They politely obliged and were eager to hear old tales
about the house, which had changed very little. On the second floor, drop
ceilings had been installed in the bedrooms. I reminisced about my own
bedroom, relating that I and my roommate had painted a large Adidas
soccer ball on the ceiling in 1973 in honor of our role as members of
UD’s soccer team. Hearing that, the young student dragged over a chair,
pushed back a ceiling panel, and there in all its 30+ years glory was
our soccer ball. It brought back a wave of memories for me and created
a new tale to tell for the current residents. Greetings to my 216 College
Park housemates and to my fellow soccer teammates from the
1971-74 teams.”
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THOM
VILLING
(ENG) and
JEANNINE
DOTY
VILLING
(COM) live in South Bend, Indiana.
They write, “We’d like to share a
story about powerful relationships
built during the past 50 years. It
begins in fall 1967, when seven
freshmen women became
roommates on the fifth floor of
Marycrest Hall. We continued to live
together as housemates at 232
Lowes St. Three boys lived in a
house around the corner on Kiefaber
Street. All three eventually married
three of the Lowes Street ladies,
becoming the nucleus of a group
we call ‘Lowes and Beaus.’ After
graduation, we held summer
weekend reunions until family
commitments precluded the annual
reunion. Approximately 20 years
elapsed before the group met again,
but the combustion was spontaneous.
It was as if the group had never
been separated. In 2008, Lowes
and Beaus began holding nearly

OLD TALES

1975
Jim’s degree was a in
secondary education. He
said, “My most memorable
professor was Helen Frye
in the education program.
While she emphasized
theory, she always brought
those theories back to
their practical application.”

of Our Lady of Perpetual Help. In
my retirement, I volunteer at
Memorial Hospital.”

There was a small closet with
a glass door in the house’s
front hall. The roommates
tapped into the house phone
lines and ran a line into the
closet, hooking it up to a
rotary dial wall phone. Jim
said, “As a result, we had our
own private phone booth.
Quite nice in the time before
cell phones existed.”

MEMORIES
One year, the roommates
put a large garden in the
backyard that supplied them
with vegetables. Another
time, they bought a used pool
table for the dining room. But
Jim said, “When we brought
it into the house it was too
big, so we disassembled it,
cut a foot off each end, reassembled it, and voila, we had
our pool room.”
 —GI TA BALAKR I S H NAN
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annual reunions on a beach in
northern Michigan. The 2017 reunion
was held in St. Louis. The Lowes and
Beaus group includes Jane Farrell
Cardwell ’71 and her husband, Dan;
Ron Weber ’71 and Jo Ann Eichold
Weber ’71; Jim Plescia ’70 and
Suzanne Berichon Plescia; Rita Bosler
Burroughs ’71 and her husband, Bob;
Charlane DiVito ’71; Gary Volk ’71 and
Susie Ehlers Volk ’71; and the two of
us. We’re still fast friends some 50
years after our first encounters at
Marycrest Hall. The UD experience
creates relationships for a lifetime.”
Editor: Jim Plescia passed away Oct.
12, 2018. Please see In Memoriam
on Page 53.

1972
SCOTT MILINSKI (MPA) and his
wife, Fran, live in Pompano Beach,
Florida. He writes, “In October 2018,
I was installed in the National
Academy of Arbitrators. I began
my career as a labor arbitrator in
2006 after more than 25 years as a
labor relations advocate in Ohio and
Florida. I speak nationally and publish
material on labor-management
relations. I’ve served as president
of the National Public Employer
Labor Relations Association, which
honored me with its Pacesetter
Award for innovation in labor
relations, and I’ve served with the
Florida Public Employer Labor
Relations Association, which gave
me an award for excellence in labor
relations. From 1974 to 1977, I was
an adjunct instructor in UD’s political
science department and managed
the regional office for the federal
Intergovernmental Personnel Act
program, which was located on
campus. Fran and I will celebrate our
50th wedding anniversary this year.”

1973
KAREN HIGGINS GARCIA (MET)
and her husband, Ray, live in Vista,
California. She writes, “We had
another blessed year with lots of
travel, including 11 days in Israel,
which I highly recommend visiting.
We also spent a week at a South
Carolina beach; visited Annapolis,
Maryland, and Washington, D.C.; and
camped in Malibu, California, with
our kids and grandkids. Last June, we
made the trip back to UD for Reunion
Weekend. It was so great to catch up
with old friends and see the campus
and all the new programs.”
GALEN GASSON (BT) lives in
Versailles, Ohio. He writes, “I recently
joined the Stillwater Stargazers, an
astronomy club in the Troy, Ohio, area.”

PETER McGEE (GEN) and his
wife, Veronica, live in Middletown,
California. He writes, “For the past
24 years, I’ve managed a large ranch
on Mount St. Helena, a mountain at
the top of the Napa Valley. I have
two adult daughters.”

1 9 74
TOM BROPHY (ENG) and his wife,
Anne, live in Berwyn, Pennsylvania.
He writes, “At the end of 2017, I
stepped down as president and
CEO of Marshall Dennehey Warner
Coleman and Goggin after serving
in that role for 14 years. I continue
to work in an emeritus capacity at
the firm, which has 525 lawyers and
is headquartered in Philadelphia. I’m
also completing a two-year term as
president of the Philadelphia Bar
Foundation.”
MICHAEL SMITH (COM) and his wife,
Marcy, live in Rego Park, New York.
He is president of MPS Reps.

1975
ART ELIAS (CIE) and
his wife, Claudia, live
in Ocean, New Jersey.
The couple recently
vacationed in Greece,
and took a picture
with UD Magazine
in the city of Nafplio. Art writes,
“Greece is a beautiful country, and
we enjoyed visiting both the popular
destinations and those areas less
traveled. Go Flyers!”
JOSEPH LAFFEY (FAE) and his
wife, Charletha, live in Pittsburgh.
He writes, “The day after I turned
65, I traveled to Olympic National
Park in Washington for my second
‘retirement trip.’ The first was in
2014 after I retired from my 40-year
career as a public safety department
inspector for the city of Pittsburgh.
I thought that trip would be my last
chance to backpack at my age, but
I was wrong. In 1973, my boyhood
friend and UD roommate, Kevin
Loughrey ’74, and I hitchhiked out
West for the summer. We learned
to enjoy the wilderness through
backpacking, and it’s a hobby I
never gave up. During my stay in
Olympic National Park, I experienced
everything from a temperate rain
forest to snow-capped mountains to
open meadows filled with wildflowers.
While backpacking 10 miles to Heart
Lake, I thought I’d undertaken one of
my life’s hardest physical challenges.
With a heavy load on my back, I hiked
straight uphill on a rocky trail from 11
a.m. to 8 p.m. to reach my destination.
Upon waking the next morning to the

M I C H A E L B U R K E ’ 74

Communicating at
the highest level
WHEN ASKED WHAT HE’S LEARNED DURING MORE THAN FOUR

decades in television and film, Mike Burke answers with,
“Patience!” and a laugh.
Burke is the gaffer (head lighting technician) on Law & Order: Special Victims Unit. He’s been doing that for more than
10 years and has worked on numerous films, music videos and
television shows during his career. If you’re remotely interested in television or movies, you’ve seen his work, but film
wasn’t what he studied at UD.
“In my experience, a lot of what college is about is proving
you’re trainable and learning to interact with people,” Burke
said. A chemistry major, Burke worked in the New York City
film industry in the summers.
“When it came time to go looking for job interviews, it was
busy in the film industry, and I didn’t have to dress up. That was
pretty appealing to me,” he said.
Despite the casual attitude, he was always up for a challenge.
“My junior year, my friends and I wanted to throw a Halloween party a lot of people could attend. I learned we could use the
ballroom in Kennedy Union, but we’d need to start a student
organization.
“We created The Better Communication Club,” Burke said,
and more than 450 people showed up to the ballroom that Halloween for a very festive night.
“A week later, I got a notice that the administration wanted
to see me. I thought my time at UD was finished. It turned out,
they just wanted to know how I managed to get so many people
to attend a function at the union.” Burke told them it was all
about communication.
“Success in all aspects of life is about how you relate and interact with people. There are a lot of different ways to accomplish the same things, and communicating properly goes a long
way. I owe a lot of how I learned to do that to my friends and my
time at UD.” —MICHAEL DUNEKACKE

sound of hummingbirds flying around
my tent and the sight of black bears
roaming freely over the lush greenery,
I thought I was in a fairy tale. During

the trip, I also drove more than 2,000
miles throughout the western United
States. Driving on I-70 through Ohio
was like a trip back in time to the
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1970s, when I made the round trip to
Dayton numerous times.”

1976
DEREK KEEGAN (GEN) and his
wife live in Washington Township,
Ohio. He writes, “I retired after
nearly 40 years as vice president
for a manufacturing company in
Dayton. During my career, I traveled
to 46 countries in North America,
South America, Europe and Asia. I
enjoyed experiencing new customs,
languages and cuisines. I’m sure
my UD friend Shawn — as well as
my housemates Fedick, McHale,
Staples and Stanley — would be
shocked at some of the food I ate,
given my limited tastes during our
college years. I’m looking forward to
playing more golf, attending Flyer
basketball games and returning to
some of my favorite locales on a
leisurely basis, especially Asia and
the South Pacific.” Derek invites
former classmates to contact him
at derekjkeegan@gmail.com.
DON STENAVAGE (POL) and his
wife, Maureen, live in Maumee, Ohio.
He writes, “I’ve spent the better part
of the past 40 years working for
some of America’s best retailers,
including department stores and bigbox and off-price retailers. Maureen
and I have been married since 1985.
I split my time between Toledo,
where I work for Libbey Glass, and
Point Pleasant Beach, New Jersey,
which eventually will be our home
base. We’ve been fortunate to have
raised three great kids who love us
unconditionally. A big shout out to
my good friend Bill Wilson. I think of
my UD friends often, especially Tom

CA N

and Ellen Lynch, Bill Annelli, Edgar
Presley, Cool Brice, Roland ‘Roke’
Fairweather III and Skate Carter.
Thank you, UD, for the path.”
FRED TENOVER (CHM) and his
wife, Joyce, live in Mountain View,
California. He writes, “I’m delighted
to begin new roles at the University
of Dayton as a consulting professor
of biology, strategic adviser
to the Integrated Science and
Engineering Program, and member
of the College of Arts and Sciences
Advisory Council. I’m working with
faculty and students on research
projects, advising students on career
opportunities, and providing strategic
vision. It’s very gratifying to again be
associated with UD.”
DAVID WETZEL (BIO) and
CATHLEEN HIGGINS WETZEL ’77
(FAE) live in Union, Ohio.

CATHLEEN HIGGINS WETZEL
(FAE) and DAVID WETZEL ’76 (BIO)
live in Union, Ohio. Cathleen writes,
“I’m an art teacher. Recently, I met
our daughter, Elizabeth Wetzel ’13,
in Amsterdam, where Elizabeth
presented her research at the
International AIDS Conference. She
lives in Malawi, Africa, and works for
the Baylor Pediatric AIDS Initiative.”
JANET
WAGNER
WILKINSON
(SWK) and TOM
WILKINSON
’78 (COM) live in
Palm Harbor, Florida. Their family
enjoyed the University of Dayton
Magazine while hiking in Olympic
National Park in Washington State.

1978

1977
JOANIE SPROWL HAVERSTICK
(HEG) and her husband, Kim, live
in Dayton. Joanie writes, “Vectren
recently honored me with its
Ellerbrook Spirit of Community
Award for my volunteer work.
I began my career with Vectren in
August 2016 and am a promoter
of a strong, vibrant community.
I volunteered more than 200 hours
last year, primarily with the Artemis
Domestic Violence Center. I’ve
served on Artemis Center’s board
for seven years and have been
board chair for the past three
years, focusing on board members’
development and readiness. I guided
the board through the transition of
two executive directors and served

UDentify U S ?

in leadership roles for Artemis Center
fundraising events.”

TOM WILKINSON (COM) and
JANET WAGNER WILKINSON ’77
(SWK) live in Palm Harbor, Florida.
Their family enjoyed the University
of Dayton Magazine while hiking in
Olympic National Park in Washington
State.

1979
PAT PERRY (ECO) and his wife,
Patricia, live in Mentor, Ohio.
Cleveland Magazine inducted Pat
into the Cleveland Business Hall
of Fame, which recognizes people
who’ve made an impact on their
businesses and in the community.
Pat is chairman of ERC, a human
resources consulting firm where

These smiling ladies are ready for spring showers
at their house on Brown Street. If you recognize these
friends from the 1959 Daytonian, email magazine@
udayton.edu. And see more archival images from digital
Daytonians at ecommons.udayton.edu.

FROM OU R LAST I SSU E :

Sean Halloran ’92 wrote in with
a possible identification of the
job-seeking student from the
1991 Daytonian. “That photo at
the top of the page might be
Chris Poa (maiden name Chris
Vogt), Class of 1992.” More
suggestions? Email them to
magazine@udayton.edu.
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he also served as president for 20
years. Pat is a keynote speaker and
author of two books and more than
300 business articles. He’s served a
variety of industry and community
organizations.
BECKY WOLFF
(CHM) and her
husband, Bill
Echols, live in
Amanda, Ohio.
She writes, “My
chemistry degree from UD and my
MBA from Xavier University have
served me well. I was a successful
career woman in marketing and sales
at several Fortune 500 companies for
most of my life. Most recently, I was a
trainer with Chemical Abstracts
Service in Columbus. I retired in May
2017 after 19 years with the company.
I met Bill four years ago and married
for the first time. He’s brought a lot of
joy and new experiences to my life.
We built a two-bedroom cabin from
two 40-foot shipping containers in
the Hocking Hills region of southern
Ohio. In the spirit of reduce, reuse
and recycle, most of the cabin’s
furnishings are from thrift and other
stores that sell used goods. It’s been
an amazing journey. In the spirit of
ongoing education, I know I’ll continue
learning new things and seeking new
experiences for the rest of my life.”

1980
JIM CINQUE (ACC) lives in
Pittsburgh. He writes, “I retired in
September 2017 after more than
28 years as controller at Cohen &
Grigsby, a law firm headquartered
in Pittsburgh. I’m enjoying my
retirement, playing a lot of golf and
spending my winters in Palm Desert,
California. If you’re in the Coachella
Valley area between November and
April, drop me a line — and be sure
to bring your golf clubs.” Jim invites
former classmates to contact him at
jfrc@comcast.net.
JEFFREY IRELAND (LAW) and his
wife, Ellen, live in Oakwood, Ohio. He
writes, “Ellen and I received the 2018
Outstanding Volunteer Fundraiser
Award from the Association of
Fundraising Professionals of Greater
Dayton. The Business Journals
selected me for its national list of
influential attorneys. The University
of Dayton School of Law also
awarded me its Distinguished
Alumni Award for my service to the
community and my profession.”
Jeffrey is managing partner at Faruki
Ireland Cox Rhinehart & Dusing and
has tried cases throughout the United
States in federal and state courts.
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IN MEMORIAM
Prayer intentions are collected through the
Marianist Mission at bit.ly/Marianist_Mission.

ALUMNI
1940

John H. Sultenfuss Sr. — Nov. 7, 2018

1943

Father Joseph M. Stefanelli, S.M. —
Aug. 17, 2018

1944

Dottie L. Raney Bachus — Dec. 7, 2018
Bob J. Perkins — Nov. 19, 2018

1946

Brother Joe Barrett, S.M. —
Aug. 7, 2018

1947

Bill J. Greger — Oct. 4, 2018

1948

Otis C. MacFarlane — Oct. 31, 2018
Patricia L. “Pat” Ralph Wilker —
Dec. 8, 2018

1949

George E. Share — Oct. 27, 2018

1950

Bill E. Stitt — Nov. 12, 2017

1960

Fenton T. Downey — Dec. 7, 2018
Herb R. Lander Jr. — Nov. 23, 2018
Bill C. Ryan — Oct. 28, 2018
Ed G. Sander III — Oct. 23, 2018
Bob H. Van Leeuwen — Nov. 4, 2018

1961

Charles F. “Frank” Foushee —
Dec. 11, 2017
Carl D. Fuchs — Oct. 1, 2018
Dick A. Lyden — Nov. 16, 2018
Hubert T. Rozman — Nov. 24, 2018

1962

Charles W. “Chuck” Beck —
Sept. 27, 2018
David F. Donahue — Nov. 6, 2018
Patricia Taggart Fisher —
Nov. 11, 2017
Julia L. Geyer Kosins — Jan. 23, 2018
Kenneth J. Rozak — Sept. 18, 2018

1963

Jim L. Cleary — Aug. 30, 2018
Joseph R. Grossi — Dec. 5, 2018
John W. Hobbes — Sept. 26, 2018
Tom A. Knapke — Oct. 4, 2018
C. Phil Shank — Oct. 14, 2018
Bill F. Sommer — Sept. 26, 2018

1964

George W. Ivie — Oct. 3, 2018
Daniel W. Lacey — Nov. 20, 2018
Christie Kester Lephart —
June 23, 2017

Jim W. Coomes Jr. — Nov. 6, 2018
Joyce Corwin Martin — Sept. 20, 2018
Patricia A. “Pat” Zureich Schooley —
Oct. 1, 2018
Marjorie A. Allen Wirsch —
Oct. 21, 2018

1952

1965

1951

Father Bill R. Behringer, S.M. —
Nov. 20, 2018

1953

Ralph R. “Jack” Goss — Sept. 30, 2018
John W. Seidel — Dec. 16, 2018

1955

Dorothy A. Foley Jauch —
Oct. 29, 2018
John R. Sheller — Sept. 11, 2018

1956

Ken R. Bockenstette Sr. —
Sept. 3, 2018
Alice A. Cirillo Capowski —
Nov. 1, 2018
Virgil L. Gelormino — Nov. 5, 2018

1957

Bill A. Abel — Oct. 19, 2018
Gordon H. Hamilton Jr. — Nov. 17, 2018
Thomas R. Klenke — Dec. 6, 2018
Raymond J. Spieler — Nov. 5, 2018

1958

David J. Cordonnier — Dec. 8, 2018
James R. Oelgoetz — Oct. 25, 2018
Brother Bernard E. Zalewski, S.M. —
Nov. 10, 2018

1959

John D. “Bucky” Harris —
Nov. 25, 2018
James G. Jenkins — Sept. 18, 2018
Jim E. Kramer — Oct. 4, 2018
Jack R. Phillips — Oct. 9, 2018
Jerry E. Raiff — March 29, 2017
Robert J. Williams — July 12, 2017

Amaly T. Charruf Gannon —
Sept. 7, 2018

1966

Anna M. Mader — Nov. 23, 2017
Dave L. Royer — Nov. 28, 2018

1967

Tim F. Apolito — Dec. 10, 2018
John J. “Jack” Buttermore II —
Nov. 16, 2018
Marshall J. “Jack” Hess —
Feb. 9, 2017

1968

Dennis G. Buchert — Nov. 4, 2018
Ralph L. Marshall — Nov. 30, 2018
James A. Siwo-Okundi — Nov. 6, 2018
James M. Sumner Sr. — Oct. 28, 2018

1969

James P. Kundrod — Sept. 5, 2018
Jim D. Plescia — Oct. 12, 2018
Larry M. Wheeler — Oct. 21, 2018
Fred J. Winhusen — Nov. 30, 2018
Rosemary E. Woeste — Nov. 7, 2018

1970

Jim H. Brown — Oct. 1, 2018
Susan A. Collins — Aug. 10, 2018
Terry P. Corey — Nov. 20, 2018
John A. Kaiser — May 21, 2018
Gary P. Leach Sr. — Dec. 4, 2018
Alexander H. “Al” McPhee —
Sept. 25, 2018
Sister Marian R. Ruede, S.C. —
Oct. 13, 2018
Janice M. West — Oct. 7, 2018

1971

Susan J. Kennedy Allcock —
Sept. 30, 2017
Denny H. Durian — April 24, 2018
Steve R. Hawkey — Oct. 13, 2018
Sister Mary Sarita McEneany, O.P. —
Sept. 28, 2018

1972

Gregory J. Decker — April 30, 2018
Bill P. Halloran — Sept. 14, 2018

1973

Phyllis G. Allen Bolds — Nov. 9, 2018
Brian L. Forik — Oct. 7, 2018
Carl A. Lombard — Sept. 23, 2018

1974

Susie M. Decker — Jan. 5, 2017
Charles E. “Chuck” Dickerson —
Sept. 29, 2018
Teri E. Werwath Geiger —
Nov. 23, 2018
Kevin J. Wires — Feb. 1, 2018

1975

Jack F. Petrone Jr. — Nov. 4, 2018
Sister Jane Anne Roberts, S.N.D. —
Sept. 29, 2018

1976

Millie M. Murstein Simon —
Nov. 9, 2018
Bill L. Troha — Oct. 2, 2018

1977

1990

Keith A. Carter — June 21, 2017
Ken R. McJunkin — Oct. 8, 2018

1991

Dan M. Best — Nov. 1, 2018
Patricia A. Monger Heckler —
Dec. 4, 2018

1994

Jay C. Lee — Nov. 30, 2018
Dan W. Thobe — Nov. 3, 2018

1995

Ann E. Sharkey Fender —
Oct. 23, 2018
Belinda M. Dean Seagraves —
Nov. 28, 2018

1997

Tina R. Mills — Oct. 14, 2018

1998

Jaimee H. Maier-Francis —
Nov. 4, 2018

2000

Kent C. Lyon — Dec. 3, 2018

2001

Elisia Blattner Brugger —
Nov. 21, 2018
Nadia J. “Nido” Bishara
Dorenkott — Oct. 9, 2018

FRIENDS

Tom M. Applegate — Oct. 31, 2018
Ken D. Bange — Nov. 20, 2018
Laszlo F. Hary — Nov. 8, 2018
Sandy Howard Speed — Oct. 4, 2018

Rick Bolinger — Dec. 15, 2018; former
University facilities employee.

1978

Paek H. Chong — Nov. 24, 2018;
retired University employee.

Greg P. Adams — March 13, 2017
Father Tom E. Meyer, S.M.—
Dec. 6, 2018
Tom A. Scarduzio Jr. —
Nov. 20, 2018
Steve M. Schaedtler — June 29, 2018
Bill D. Spahr — Dec. 6, 2018

1980

Andrea J. Lang McIntyre —
Sept. 25, 2018

1981

Dorothy J. Dittman Johnson —
Nov. 22, 2018
Jerry L. Redman — Oct. 24, 2018

1982

Ron J. Enderle — Nov. 15, 2018
Sister Kay A. Griffiths, OSU —
Nov. 18, 2018

Mary Brady — Oct. 8, 2018; survived
by husband Brian Brady ’61.

George Coures — Nov. 1, 2018; retired
University electrical engineering
professor.
John H. Eblin — Dec. 15, 2018; retired
University of Dayton Research
Institute research engineer.
Gloria M. Gantz — Sept. 23, 2018;
former University of Dayton
Guidance Center employee.
Tim M. Holland — Oct. 28, 2018;
former University student.
Ellis A. Joseph — Nov. 2, 2018; retired
University professor, chair of the
Department of Secondary Education
and dean of the School of Education.

1985

Barbara J. Malloy — Sept. 15, 2018;
survived by husband Martin L. Malloy
’71 and son Colin Malloy ’09.

1986

Ed A. Strader — Nov. 21, 2018; retired
University of Dayton Research
Institute technologist.

1987

Bernie J. Winger — Oct. 24, 2018;
retired University economics and
finance professor.

1989

Mary L. Sokolnicki — Jan. 5, 2019;
survived by husband Henry R.
Sokolnicki ’71.

James E. Holpp — Aug. 24, 2017
Randy C. Post — Nov. 2, 2018
Thomas C. “Butch” Agnew Jr. —
Nov. 18, 2018
Vicki L. Wallace Bailey —
Dec. 10, 2018
Teresa A. Cox Lonsbury —
Nov. 27, 2018
Jean Marshall — Nov. 24, 2018
David C. Ratliff — Oct. 14, 2018

Brother Ed. Zamierowski, S.M. —
Jan. 7, 2019; retired University
biology instructor and longtime
social justice collaborator.
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RON MUZECHUK
(MBA) and CONNIE
MARTIN MUZECHUK
’89 (MKT) live in
Dayton. Ron and his
son-in-law, Jason
Merkle, enjoyed a
game of golf at Harbour Town Golf
Links in Hilton Head, South Carolina,
capping off a week on the island.

naps that a campus security officer
woke me by tapping my foot with his
baton. Now, it’s me who wakes the
snoring dozers.”

1984

1981
LINDER PASARICK HUNT (SWK)
and RICHARD HUNT ’82 (ENG) live
in Cincinnati.

1982
RICHARD
HUNT (ENG)
and LINDER
PASARICK
HUNT ’81
(SWK) live
in Cincinnati. With a recent roundnumber birthday providing
motivation, Richard (above, right)
and fellow Flyer Mike Rusconi ’85
cycled across the Belgian countryside
in search of adventure and a Trappist
brewery or two. In the automotive
industry, going 0 to 60 mph is the
standard for speed. Richard writes,
“While we never actually went that
speed, we did go fast and far enough
to gain a new perspective — going
from 60 to 0 should be an artful
exercise of slowing down only if
you want to.”
TIM HUNT (MKT) and CATHY SMITH
HUNT ’83 (CDE) live in Rocky River,
Ohio. Tim writes, “In July 2018, K
Street housemates Sid Simmerly ’83,
Greg Bennett ’83, Mark ‘Iron’ Riley
’85, and I got together in Pittsburgh
for a Pirates game and other
extracurricular activities. Of course,
fun was had by all.”

1983
CATHY SMITH HUNT (CDE) and
TIM HUNT ’82 (MKT) live in Rocky
River, Ohio.
GREG PONIEWAZ
(DAP) and his wife,
Jane, live in Kirkwood,
Missouri. The couple
recently took a trip to
Prague and Krakow.
Greg writes, “These
cities were two of the more beautiful
cities I’ve seen, and we had an
incredible trip overall.” The couple
was standing in front of Wawel Castle
in Krakow, UD Magazine in tow.
GUY TURNER (CRJ) and his wife,
Dennine, live in Westlake, Ohio. He
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RICK MORSCHES ’83

Spirit of communication
RICK MORSCHES’ MANTRA AT WORK IS SIMPLE.

“I make connections with my clients and communicate with
them,” Morsches, the CEO of TranSystems, an engineering
and architectural planning, design and construction solutions
firm, said.
Morsches credits early marketing and finance classes at UD
for sparking an interest in networking as well as opportunities
helping to organize a student spring break trip.
“You can say I’m one of the grandfathers of Dayton to Daytona,” said Morsches who also took the helm as the director of
student organizations while at UD.
“There was a real bond that formed among students at UD,”
Morsches said. “I think that’s unique.”
After graduating with a degree in civil engineering in 1983,
Morsches pursued his MBA from Northwestern University in
Chicago. Then in 1989 he started a firm with several of his mentors that “blossomed from there,” said Morsches.
Today 800 employees work at 30 offices on design projects
like the Hudson News stores found in many airports and other
transportation-related structures.
Because his employees are diverse and geographically distributed, Morsches sticks strongly to that ethos.
“We have a connection to the community rather than our balance sheet,” Morsches said. He’s also extremely proud of the fact
that his company is also 100 percent employee owned, opening
up the chance for staff to have emotional and financial buy-in.
“Again, it’s all about care and commitment,” said Morsches.
“We’re a family.”
Little wonder, then, that Morsches also mobilized The Woodpecker Club, a once-a-quarter gathering for nine Chicago-based
couples, almost all of whom went to UD, including his wife, Mary
Kay Limburg Morsches ’83. In hindsight, Morsches didn’t think
the club would last, but he’s glad the tradition lives on.
“We all share that very special UD spirit,” he said.
—MO L LY BLAKE ’96


writes, “In October 2018, I started
my second career as the Westlake
Porter Public Library’s first safety
and security manager. I enjoy doing
my part to make library visits as
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enjoyable and safe as they were
during my childhood in Cleveland. I
used UD’s Roesch Library extensively
for studying, research — and naps. I
had a nightmare during one of those

MARY RUSSELL TOWNSEND
(FRN) and her husband, Tom, live
in Kettering, Ohio. She writes, “I
received a master’s in education
from UD in 2008 and currently
teach French at Fairmont High
School in Kettering. I received
the Ohio Foreign Language
Association’s 2018 Leona Glen
Award for Outstanding High
School Teacher of the Year. I also
was named the 2018 recipient of
the Valette Legacy Award by the
American Association of Teachers
of French, which gave Fairmont’s
French program an ‘exemplary
with honors’ distinction. Fairmont
is one of only a dozen schools in the
nation to receive this distinction.
In summer 2018, I spent six weeks
studying and traveling in France,
Switzerland and Italy.”

1985
PAUL CAVALLORO (HST) and
his wife, Denise, live in Cumberland,
Rhode Island. He writes, “I recently
retired after 28 years in the IT
department of Amica Mutual
Insurance. I’m enjoying traveling,
spending more time in my
woodworking shop, and working
at my part-time job at the
Woodcraft store.”
ALICE HALE
MURRAY
(LAW) lives in
Valparaiso,
Florida. She
writes, “I
practice adoption law with a focus
on domestic nonrelated infant
adoptions. I serve as secretary of the
Florida Adoption Council’s board of
directors and am a staff writer for
adoption.com. A piece I wrote, ‘The
Best Advice I Ever Heard,’ appeared in
a recent Chicken Soup for the Soul
book. My writing has been included in
four books of the Short and Sweet
compilation book series, and a
number of my devotions have been
published online.”

1986
MICHELLE CARITE POWELL (MUS)
and her husband, Rick, live in West
Deptford, New Jersey. She writes,
“I’m teaching fifth grade in Deptford
Township. We were very excited
and proud to welcome home Dylan
Penna-Powell ’18 after he graduated
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in December. He’s now in Chicago,
completing his graduate work.”
SUSAN RACEY (CRJ)
lives in Cleveland.
She is an attorney
with Tucker Ellis
and has been selected
as a 2019 Ohio
Super Lawyer.

1988
JIM CASEY (LAW)
lives in Washington,
D.C. He writes, “I was
a featured speaker at
the inaugural Frank
P. Zeidler legacy
breakfast held in
Milwaukee Nov. 15, 2018. I spoke
about the legacy of the late
Milwaukee mayor and the importance
of civil discussions between people
who often disagree. The Frank P.
Zeidler Center for Public Discussion
in Milwaukee exists to further such
civil dialogue. I noted in my comments
the important role lawyers and
the State Bar of Wisconsin have in
furthering that discussion. I work in
antitrust law in Washington, D.C.,
and am an adjunct professor at
the City University of New York.”

1989
ALICE HUTZEL
KOMPAR (CMT) and
her husband, Michael,
live in Dayton. She
writes, “In September
2018, I became a
licensed real estate
agent and am working with eXp
Realty of Dayton. I’m the proud mom
of six amazing kids ages 21 to 11 years
old. I’m also a cancer survivor who’s
now eight years out from my
diagnosis and considered cured. I’d
like to thank everyone who prayed
for my recovery, especially Father
Jerry Chinchar, S.M. He administered
the sacrament of the anointing of the
sick early on in my treatment.”
JOSHUA KUETHER (HST) and
his wife, Rebecca, live in Fort
Thomas, Kentucky. He writes,
“We recently celebrated our 21st
wedding anniversary. Our oldest
is a freshman at the University of
Cincinnati, where he’s studying
special education. Our daughter is
a junior at Highlands High School.”
Joshua is the chief development
officer for Northwestern MutualCincinnati.
KEVIN MURPHY (CIS) and his
wife, Rebecca, live in Brookhaven,
Georgia. He writes, “I’m excited to

be the new chief strategy officer at
StudentBridge, a higher education
recruiting, enrollment and retention
company. I was able to watch UD
beat Butler in the Bahamas during
Thanksgiving. Go Flyers!”
CONNIE MARTIN MUZECHUK (MKT)
and her husband, RON MUZECHUK
’80 (MBA), live in Dayton.

1990
PAT MESCHER (ELE) and his wife,
Linda, live in Bellbrook, Ohio. He
writes, “We have five children,
including three biological children
and two adopted children, who
keep us busy and smiling. My career
has taken me to the Bavarian Alps
to drive some wonderful cars in
the name of intelligent life-saving
systems and to the southern tip
of India developing breast cancer
biopsy systems. Now, I’m creating
a company right here in the Dayton
area that will help accident, burn and
mastectomy victims regain feeling.
Such work has meaningful and
humanitarian rewards while providing
the opportunity to meet people from
throughout the world, becoming
friends and getting to know their
cultures. As Mark Twain knew, travel
and exposure to other cultures is the
best way to learn about and grow
yourself. Never did this Ohio farm
boy think he would have such a
wonderful ride after the University
of Dayton.”
KENT MORGAN (EDE) and his
wife, Barbara, live in Monroe, Ohio.
He writes, “I retired as chief of
operations, Air Force Life Cycle
Management Center, Office of Small
Business at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base in Dayton. Barbara and I
recently celebrated our 36th wedding
anniversary.”

1991
JEFF COX (LAW) and his wife,
Jenny, live in Oakwood, Ohio. He
writes, “I’m listed in the 2019 edition
of Best Lawyers in America in the
category of commercial litigation.
I’m a senior fellow of the Litigation
Counsel of America, life fellow of the
Federal Bar Association Foundation
and a life fellow of the Foundations
of the American Bar Association,
the Ohio State Bar Association
and the Dayton Bar Association. In
addition, I’m editor of the Federal Bar
Association’s litigation newsletter and
past president of the Dayton chapter.
Currently, I’m president of the Dayton
Lawyers Club and vice chair of the
community resource board for
WYSO public radio 91.3-FM.” Jeff

is a partner in Faruki Ireland Cox
Rhinehart & Dusing in Dayton.
KRISTINA KERSCHER KENEALLY
(POL) and her husband, Ben, live in
Sydney, Australia. She writes, “I’m a
senator in the Parliament of Australia,
representing the Australian Labor
Party. I was elected in February 2018.
Also last year, I hosted a group of
UD students in Sydney who were on
an overseas study program. It was
terrific to catch up Down Under with
the current generation of Flyers.”

1992
RENATA
GRZESKOWIAK
(MGT) married
Angelo DiPietro
Sept. 29, 2018,
in downtown
Chicago. She writes, “We were grade
school sweethearts back in the 1980s
and reconnected on Facebook. I’m
so lucky to have found my first love,
who now will be my last love. UD
alumni in attendance included
bridesmaid Colleen Fogerty
Hawthorne ’92.” The couple enjoyed
reading UD Magazine while on their
October 2018 honeymoon in Italy.
They live in Palatine, Illinois. Renata
invites former classmates to contact
her at renata.gee@gmail.com.
SEAN
HALLORAN
(JRN) lives in
Maineville,
Ohio. He
writes, “I’m
senior recruiting manager for an
international IT managed services
company. The more exciting part of
my life is that I’m lead singer of a
Cincinnati-based Irish rock band,
Lost Celts. If you’re at one of our
shows, introduce yourself as part
of the UD family.”
CRAIG HOLUBETZ (MGT) lives
in Atlanta. He writes, “I’m feeling
blessed. As of about six years ago, I
had nothing but the clothes on my
back and was homeless. Today, I have
an apartment, a car, a computer,
internet access and decent clothes.
May God bless.”
YVONNE BURNS
THEVENOT (MIS) and
her husband, Clarel, live
in New Bergen, New
Jersey. She writes, “I’m
founder and executive
director of STEM Kids
NYC, a nonprofit organization that
provides pre-K through 12th grade
STEM after-school programs in
underserved communities in New

York City. We rang the closing
bell on NASDAQ Dec. 14, 2018,
with a group of women who are
entrepreneurs in technology as
part of our work with Women in
Technology International. Our
organization bridges the gap
between school curriculum and the
immediate need for schools to
prepare students for STEM
opportunities and for innovations
and jobs that don’t yet exist.”

1994
ANGIE
CRAVENS
WELLS
(MTA) and her
husband,
Chris, live in
Cincinnati. They took their two
daughters on their first ferry ride to
Kelley’s Island, Ohio, on Lake
Erie. Angie writes that as the girls
flipped through the UD Magazine,
they pointed to nearly every page and
asked, “Do you know him? Do you
know her?”
NAN SCHIVONE (INS) lives in
Decatur, Georgia, with her husband,
Dan Werner, and their children,
Carmella, 9, Zeke, 11, and Abe, 13. She
is legal director for Justice in Motion,
a nonprofit based in Brooklyn that has
helped reunify 100 migrant families
separated through deportation in
collaboration with human rights
defenders in Guatemala, Honduras,
El Salvador and Mexico. She writes,
“Our usual work at Justice in Motion
is protecting the rights of migrant
workers in the areas of employment,
civil rights and asylum through
international collaboration. The family
separation crisis is a high-profile
example of why we need crossborder collaboration — human rights
advocates and lawyers in migrantsending countries working with
advocates in the U.S. for justice in the
U.S. This model honors longstanding
and ongoing human rights activism
and advocacy in Latin America led
by Latin Americans and is one of the
most inspiring parts of my job. My
international studies degree and the
deep thinking I did at UD about social
justice and sustainable social change
has very much informed my personal
theory of change. I’m a lawyer and
I use the law to get justice, but the
way I seek justice is through the tool
of international collaboration. It’s
been amazing to see the outpouring
of support — from donations to pro
bono service — for the separated
migrant families, an affirmation of
their human rights and the work I’ve
spent my career on.”
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1997
HEATHER
KOWZAN
ALEXANDER
(EDE) and her
husband,
Steven, live in
Cincinnati. She writes, “In August
2018, I received the Governor’s
Thomas Edison Award for Excellence
in STEM Education. I’ve been teaching
science and math for 21 years in
Mariemont City Schools. My husband
and I have two boys and love family
and travel.”
RENEE McLAUGHLIN MANNING
(ENG) and her husband, John, live
in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina.
Renee writes, “We just celebrated a
family reunion and 11 Dayton grads
were in attendance.”

1999
AMY VICKERS LEE (CMM) lives
in Dayton. She writes, “I earned my
master’s from UD in 2005 and have
been employed by the University for
the past 26 years. Currently I’m the
assistant director of the Center for
Student Involvement. Unfortunately,
I lost my husband of 11 years, Jay C.
Lee ’94, in November 2018 after a
two-year battle with cancer. Jay
was the UD rugby coach during
the 1980s. I look forward to seeing
former classmates and former
student employees at Reunion
Weekend. Stop by the office at
Kennedy Union room 241, which
was remodeled, or look for me at
Reunion Weekend events.”

2000
ERIKA MALLONEE KELLY (SOC)
and MICHAEL KELLY ’01 (PHL) live
in Abu Dhabi. Erika writes, “When
we were students at UD, we never
thought we would be living overseas
in the Middle East.”

2001
ERIC DORENKOTT (ACC) lives in
Rocky River, Ohio. He writes, “My
wife, Nadia Bishara Dorenkott ’01,
passed away Oct. 9, 2018. We met
at UD. I’m tax director with Corrigan
Krause CPAs.”
MICHAEL KELLY
(PHL) and ERIKA
MALLONEE KELLY
’00 (SOC) live in
Abu Dhabi. There
they visited the
Jumeirah hotel
at Etihad Towers. Michael is a
lieutenant colonel in the United
States Air Force.
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year since graduation. This year
marked the 17th 305 Kiefaber
reunion. We’ve camped and hiked in
many states over the years. This
year’s trip brought us to the Smokey
Mountains for a 14-mile hike along
the Appalachian Trail, stopping to
camp in the below-freezing
temperatures along the way. We’re
looking forward to our next reunion,
which we plan to spend in the
Adirondacks.”
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Student success
MORNINGS AT LISA ACADEMY NORTH IN SHERWOOD, ARKANSAS

are sacred. That’s when Kimberly Woody-Smith shares an inspirational quote with students, who range from kindergarteners
through high school. It might be something Michelle Obama or
Bill Gates said, and while it seems like a small act, “If I don’t give a
quote during the announcements, the kids will tell me about it,”
said Woody-Smith, the assistant principal and dean of discipline
at the school.
As a criminal justice major at UD, Woody-Smith didn’t start
out to be a self-described “no-nonsense administrator,” but after working in a Dayton-area halfway house for adult males after
graduating, the mom of two decided she wanted to do something
to mold young minds.
The 1996 grad went back to Antioch University Midwest (formerly Antioch University McGregor) for her master’s degree in
middle childhood education. After that, Woody-Smith taught in
mostly low-income schools in Dayton; Fresno, California; Chicago; and Harrisburg, Virginia.
“It was humbling,” said Woody-Smith, who moved due to her
husband’s corporate job. “The kids and parents were so committed to their education, and I learned a lot from them.”
Each time she entered a new school, the upstate New York
native named her classes after colleges. She had Wright State,
OSU and her personal favorite, the UD Flyers. It was a way, she
said, to “skyrocket the students expectations” and help them see
the kind of educational opportunities that were available.
“The students loved shouting, ‘WE ARE UD!’” she said.
Eventually Woody-Smith and her family settled in Arkansas
where she began teaching sixth grade at LISA Academy North.
Then came the opportunity to transition out of the classroom
and into administration. Woody-Smith said she misses day-today teaching but she’s thrilled to support the unique, tight-knit
environment at LISA. It’s a lot like UD — a place where students
are more than just numbers.
“The community is small and people are here to help students be successful,” Woody-Smith said. —MO L LY BLAKE ’96
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GARRETT
PROM (ELE)
and his wife,
Elizabeth, live
in Austin,

Texas. Garrett writes, “Jason Huart
’02, Matthew Orso ’01, Joe Meyer ’01,
Bill Eger ’02 and I lived together at
305 Kiefaber our senior year and
have been getting together every

ERIN TILLMAN (MKT)
lives in Los Angeles.
She writes, “On Dec.
8, 2018, the California
National Organization
for Women honored
me with its Gender
Equity Award for my work in the
#MeToo movement and my
educational book, The Consent
Guidebook, published in April 2018.
The book provides a practical
framework for establishing
boundaries and includes advice from
more than 30 professionals and
community leaders. I’ve been an
inclusive dating empowerment coach
for 10 years. I also speak at colleges
and sexuality conferences, consult
with dating apps, make dating-related
TV and radio appearances, and host
The Dating Advice Girl podcast to
discuss issues facing singles, share
dating tips and present interviews
with industry experts. My website is
TheDatingAdviceGirl.com.”
LISA RECHTSTEINER YERIAN
(ACC)(FIN) and ERIC YERIAN
’02 (CIE) live in West Chester, Ohio.
The couple has a 3-year-old son
named Eli, and Lisa writes, “You
can find us at the basketball games
cheering on the Flyers. Go UD!”

2002
LOREN ANDERSON (CIE) lives
in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania.
She writes, “At the invitation of
UD professor Riad Alakkad and
UD adviser and alumnus Paul
Goodhue, I was part of the School of
Engineering’s distinguished speaker
series in March 2018. My presentation
covered career opportunities in the
fast-growing natural gas industry in
Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
I’m the director of technical affairs
for the Marcellus Shale Coalition,
an industry trade organization that
advocates for the development
of clean-burning, environmentally
responsible natural gas in the United
States. The degree in civil and
environmental engineering I earned
at UD has been the foundation of my
career and creates potential in my
current role. I told students that any
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career is possible with a degree in
engineering as the foundation.”
ERIC YERIAN
(CIE) and LISA
RECHTSTEINER
YERIAN ’01 (ACC)
(FIN) live in West
Chester, Ohio, with
their son, Eli, 3. The
couple recently traveled to Ireland.
They write, “When visiting the ancient
site of New Grange, which is 5,200
years old, we had to bring our UD
Magazine along.”

20 03
KATHY JENNINGS GORBACH (BIO)
and JOHN GORBACH ’04 (FIN) write,
“We live in Westlake, Ohio, near
Cleveland. We have three children:
Charlie, Lucy and Georgia. Kathy
has been at Padua Franciscan High
School for eight years and teaches
both advanced placement biology and
in the advanced medical track.”
CASEY SMITH
KELLEY (MED) and
her husband, Matthew,
live in Chicago. She
writes, “I’ve been
elected to join the
10-doctor board of
directors for the International Lyme
and Associated Diseases Society. I
started treating patients with Lyme
disease after I was diagnosed with the
disease. I’m on an unending quest to
further advancements in the search
for answers to treating Lyme and
tick-borne diseases.” Casey is the
associate medical director at
WholeHealth Chicago, one of the
oldest integrative medicine centers in
the Midwest. In addition, she is a
founding member of the Academy of
Integrative Health and Medicine, is a
10-year member of the Institute of
Functional Medicine, and lectures
nationally about Lyme disease.
BETH NOCK
(MKT) and her
husband,
Donnacha
O’Mahony,
announce the birth of identical twins
Jeffrey Thomas and Robert Martin
(6-14-18), who join them at home in
Yonkers, New York. Beth writes, “The
future Flyers are happily settled with
mom and dad.”
BRIAN
RECHTSTEINER
(MIS) and KATE
BROWN
RECHTSTEINER
(MKT) live in
Cincinnati.

Recently, 2003 classmates Brian
Sullivan and Sarah Grover Sullivan
joined the couple for a hiking trip to
Sedona, Arizona. Kate writes, “We
took our UD Magazine with us when
we hiked the Broken Arrow trail. We
had a lot to celebrate on this trip,
including birthdays, anniversaries, and
most importantly, Sarah’s wrapping
up a year-long successful battle with
breast cancer. We are so lucky to
have had great friendships and
marriages that all started at UD, and it
was especially fun to celebrate earlier
that year at our 15-year reunion.”
MICHAEL RHINEHART (LAW) and
ERIN STEFANEC RHINEHART ’04
(LAW) live in Springboro, Ohio.

2004
JOHN GORBACH (FIN) and KATHY
JENNINGS GORBACH ’03 (BIO)
write, “We live in Westlake, Ohio,
near Cleveland. We have three
children: Charlie, Lucy and Georgia.
John has been with Direct Energy/
Centrica PLC for 15 years and is
a Microsoft dynamics functional
architect.”
ERIN STEFANEC RHINEHART
(LAW) and MICHAEL RHINEHART
’03 (LAW) live in Springboro, Ohio.
Erin writes, “America’s Top 100
recognized me as one of America’s
Top 100 High Stakes Litigators for
2019. I’m a partner at Faruki Ireland
Cox Rhinehart & Dusing in Dayton
and lead the firm’s media and
communications practice. I’m also
executive editor for the American
Bar Association’s Litigation Journal,
immediate past president of the
Dayton chapter of the Federal Bar
Association and an adjunct professor
at UD’s School of Law, teaching trial
practice courses to second- and
third-year students.”

2005
MATT DONAHUE (LAW) lives in
Pickerington, Ohio. Ohio Gov. Mike
DeWine has appointed Matt chief
legal counsel to the governor.
Previously, Matt worked in the
Ohio attorney general’s office, first
as a special prosecutor primarily
working on opioid and other drug
abuse cases. Most recently, Matt
served as the chief of the special
prosecutions section, supervising
a staff of 15 attorneys. Before his
state service, Matt was an assistant
prosecuting attorney in Meigs
County, Ohio. He’s also been an
attorney in private practice.
JONATHAN KISSELL (PUB) and
DIANE MAREK KISSELL (BCM)
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Pursuit of justice
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO LIVE THE UNIVERSITY’S CALL TO

“Learn. Lead. Serve” in today’s day and age? For Geoff Pipoly,
it started in the classroom and it’s currently brought to life in
the courtroom.
The Ohio native is an associate attorney in Chicago with
global firm Mayer Brown, where he handles litigation and dispute resolution.
As a student, Pipoly pursued a double major in political science and philosophy — alongside active participation in UD’s
Mock Trial Team and the human rights program.
“The human rights program exposed us to issues in other
parts of the world and made us think about our responsibility
as a global citizen,” he said.
The combination of coursework and extracurriculars
proved to be a recipe for success, as they informed his career
trajectory.
“I’ve definitely always wanted to be a lawyer,” he said. “The
Mock Trial Team at UD steered me in that direction.”
Pipoly went on to graduate from the University of Minnesota Law School in 2011.
From 2013 to 2105, he served as a judicial clerk to the
Honorable Richard Allen Griffin on the Sixth Circuit U.S. Court
of Appeals, one level below the U.S. Supreme Court.
Pipoly said the opportunity was formative because he was
charged with helping judges write opinions and was able to
make connections in the legal community.
Today, Pipoly works for a firm with a reputation for having a
robust pro bono program, especially as it relates to asylum law.
“When it came time to do pro bono work, I wanted to do
asylum cases because these people have nothing,” he said. “For
me, I could take a high-minded stance by taking on this work.”
And his work is getting noticed. In June 2018, he was
awarded the National Immigrant Justice Center’s “Rising
Star” award and was also named “Pro Bono Associate of the
Year for 2018” for all of Mayer Brown’s offices in the Americas
and Europe. —LAUREN CAGGIANO ’ 0 7

live in Cincinnati. Jonathan was
the 2018 recipient of the WernerVonderHaar-Bogart award, the
highest honor offered by the
Cincinnati chapter of the Public

Relations Society of America.
Jonathan was recognized for his
contributions to the community and
communications profession. He’s
an award-winning public relations
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professional with experience in
corporate, nonprofit and educational
settings. Currently, Jonathan works
at Rumpke Waste and Recycling, is a
part-time faculty member at Miami
University, and is president of the
nonprofit organization the EB Hope
Foundation.

2006
JOSH MALY (PUB) married
ANGELA HAGE ’07 (ENG) Nov. 3,
2018, in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Twenty-one alumni were in
attendance, including best man
Blake Spicer ’10. The couple writes,
“We met at UD in 2005 and
reconnected in 2016. This experience
has taught us to trust in God’s
timing.” Josh is a sales representative
for Salon Centric. The couple lives
in Indianapolis.
MARC SMITH (DEL) lives in
Beavercreek, Ohio. He is a professor
of biology at Sinclair Community
College in Dayton. He noted, “For 11
fulfilling days, I was blessed to have
been a culturally immersed tourist
in Singapore — the beautiful, safest,
most modern and friendliest city
I have ever been to — everyone
should experience this place in
their lifetime. Continued blessings
surrounding your recovery,
Dr. Curran.”
ASHLEY HERB
WORRALL (PUB) and
her husband, Michael,
announce the birth of
Henry Michael
Thomas (10-9-18),
who joins them at
home in Cleveland. Ashley writes,
“Henry weighed 8 pounds, 5 ounces,
and was 21½ inches long.”

2007
TERI CARLSON
(ENG) and her
husband, Eric Finney,
live in Indianapolis.
She writes, “Recently,
my daughter, Dorothy
Finney (3-30-12), was
awarded ‘star student’ for the week
at her Friends School in Louisville.
She was wearing her UD Flyers shirt,
so I had to share.”
ASHLEE GREEN (JRN) lives in
Xenia, Ohio. She writes, “I have two
daughters, aged 11 and 6, who keep
me busy. I’m a soccer mom, dance
mom and the PTO vice president
at their school. I taught first grade
for three years and now work part
time for Kettering Health Network.
I also work for a communications
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psychologist and am part of his
talk team. I’ll start co-training
communications workshops
this year. In my spare time, I’m
working on publishing a book I’ve
been writing.”
ANGELA
HAGE (ENG)
married JOSH
MALY ’06
(PUB) Nov. 3,
2018, in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Twenty-one alumni
were in attendance, including best
man Blake Spicer ’10. They write, “We
met at UD in 2005 and reconnected
in 2016. This experience has taught
us to trust in God’s timing.” Angela is
a school counselor at Roncalli High
School in Indianapolis, where the
couple lives.
HEATHER STEWART
LESCANEC (EVG) and
her husband, Daryl,
announce the birth
of Jade Fyfe Shaw
(8-31-18), who joins
them at home in
Palmer, Alaska. Heather writes,
“We opened our hearts to our first
child. She weighed 8 pounds, 14
ounces, and was 21½ inches long.
We’re doing great up here in Alaska
and enjoying time as a family. I am a
state geologist.”
ERIN MEYER
(RTV)(CMM)
(SPN) and
MATT
RUFFING
(EMS) live in
Evansville, Indiana. They write, “Along
with our family, we enjoyed a trip
back to UD Arena Dec. 15, 2018, as
the University of Evansville women’s
basketball team took on the Flyers.
Matt, who was manager for the
women’s basketball team while a
UD student, is now the head coach
at Evansville. Our group was happy
to reconnect with ‘Miss Linda’ Waltz,
the longtime and well-loved women’s
basketball administrative assistant.”
Erin is an internal communications
specialist at the University of
Southern Indiana.

2008
MICHAEL ESHLEMAN (LAW) lives in
Alamogordo, New Mexico. He writes,
“I published ‘A History of the Digests’
in Law Library Journal. The article
is about a legal research tool that
helps attorneys find caselaw on the
topic they’re researching. This is the
second article I’ve published in the
Law Library Journal and my sixth
journal article.”
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2009
MONIQUE
CUMBERLANDER
(ACC) married
Darrell Rogers
Jan. 20, 2018.
The couple lives in
Reynoldsburg, Ohio.
KELLI
MEINERS
HYDE (PSY)
and her
husband,
Steven, live
in Cincinnati. The couple spent
two weeks in France traveling to
Normandy, Paris and the French
Riviera, including Nice and Monaco.
They took out the UD Magazine
while visiting the medieval village of
St. Paul de Vence, one of the oldest
towns on the French Riviera.
JOHN TRAPP (ENT)(MKT) and
MAGGIE WULFF TRAPP ’10 (CMM)
announce the birth of Ronan
Michael (12-23-17), who joins them
at home in Elburn, Illinois. They
write, “Ronan is the grandson of
John Wulff ’76 and former Flyer
Pam Fuhs Wulff.”

2010
ROBERT CALABRO (ENT)(MKT)
married MORGAN McHUGH ’14
(MED) Oct. 19, 2018, in Columbus,
Ohio, where the couple lives.
They write, “Twelve Dayton Flyers
were in our bridal party, and many
others joined us for the reception.
We are so thankful for the
community that brought us together
and for the friendships that we could
not live without.”
MIKE PLASPOHL (CJS) and his
wife, Julie, announce the birth
of Edward Michael, who joins
sisters Alexandra, Elizabeth and
Mackenzie at home in Broadview
Heights, Ohio.
MIKE
SIEVERS
(ERL)(REL)
married Travis
Wheeler
Oct. 20, 2018,
in Cincinnati. Mike writes, “We had a
beautiful, Disney-inspired wedding
surrounded by close family, friends
and colleagues. My parents, Andy
Sievers ’85 and Lisa Mayhew Sievers
’85, and groomswomen Lisa Finley
Howard ’10 and Allison Craig ’10
attended, as did many colleagues,
making our day extra special.” Mike is
an assistant director of career
services at the University of Dayton.
The couple lives in Dayton.

MAGGIE WULFF
TRAPP (CMM)
and JOHN TRAPP
’09 (ENT)(MKT)
announce the birth
of Ronan Michael
(12-23-17), who joins them at home in
Elburn, Illinois. They write, “Ronan is
the grandson of John Wulff ’76 and
former Flyer Pam Fuhs Wulff.”

2011
BRIAN CAREW (CMM) married
KATIE POWER (CMM) Sept. 1, 2018,
in White Plains, New York. They
write, “We met in a communication
class in St. Joseph Hall during the
2010 spring semester. Our wedding
party included Claire McCann ’11,
Cara Perlow ’11, Anna Leonardi ’11,
Frank Byers ’11, Chris Bachelder ’11,
Jack Farrelly ’11 and Chris Whelan
’11. A total of 22 alumni attended.
How lucky we are to have made such
lasting friendships at the University of
Dayton. Go Flyers!” The couple lives
in New York City’s Brooklyn borough.
KELLY HANNAHAN
(EES) married
CORBIN
SCHLATHER (EPT)
Aug. 18, 2018, in
Bay Village, Ohio,
where the couple
lives. They write, “We met in 2007 on
our first day at UD in a general religion
class. We became great friends while
we were at UD and started dating
after we graduated. Many alumni
attended our wedding, including
Corbin’s dad, William Schlather ’72.”
Kelly is a wellness coach.
MICHELLE LANHAM (CLP) lives
in Columbus, Ohio. She writes, “I
completed coursework for my Master
of Arts in Clinical Psychology in May
2009. In December 2011, I defended
my thesis, ‘The Relationship Between
Gratitude and Job Burnout in Mental
Health Professionals.’ My thesis was
published in the Journal of Mental
Health Counseling in October 2012.
I’m currently an attorney in private
practice, and I own and operate my
law firm. I’m licensed in the state
of Ohio and admitted to the U.S.
District Court for the Southern
District of Ohio and the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals. My areas of
practice are employment, civil rights
and personal injury.”
KATIE
POWER
(CMM)
married
BRIAN
CAREW
(CMM) Sept. 1, 2018, in White Plains,
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New York. They write, “We met in a
communication class in St. Joseph Hall
during the 2010 spring semester. Our
wedding party included Claire McCann
’11, Cara Perlow ’11, Anna Leonardi ’11,
Frank Byers ’11, Chris Bachelder ’11,
Jack Farrelly ’11 and Chris Whelan ’11. A
total of 22 alumni attended. How lucky
we are to have made such lasting
friendships at the University of Dayton.
Go Flyers!” The couple lives in New
York City’s Brooklyn borough. Katie is
director of client services for Remote
Lands, a luxury travel designer agency
specializing in Asia.
CORBIN SCHLATHER (EPT) married
KELLY HANNAHAN (EES) Aug. 18,
2018, in Bay Village, Ohio, where the
couple lives. They write, “We met
in 2007 on our first day at UD in a
general religion class. We became
great friends while we were at UD and
started dating after we graduated.
Many alumni attended our wedding,
including Corbin’s dad, William
Schlather ’72. Corbin now has his
dream job of owning a gym.”
DAVID YENNEY (ENT) and
KYLIE SAWKA YENNEY ’12 (DEN)
announce the birth of Mason James
(10-15-18), who joins them at home
in Troy, Ohio. They write, “Mason
weighed 8 pounds, 9 ounces, and
was 21.4 inches long. Everyone is
doing great, and we’re very excited
to bring our son into the Flyer family.”
David is an agent with State Farm in
Vandalia, Ohio.

2012
MICHELLE ABBATE (EMS) married
JUSTIN HINDERS (MIS) July 14, 2018,
in the Chicago suburbs, where the
couple lives. They write, “We met
at UD during our freshman year. At
our wedding, we were surrounded
by many Dayton alumni. Our bridal
party included alumni from the Class
of 2012: Jessica Hinders, Sarah
Kunkel Swanson, Jim Swanson, Travis
Trentman, Matt Morrison, John Stover
and Kyle Slack.”
TOMMY HILLEY (ACC) married
LAURA HOLT (MKT)(FIN) Aug. 4, 2018.
The couple lives in Washington, D.C.
JUSTIN HINDERS (MIS) married
MICHELLE ABBATE (EMS) July 14,
2018, in the Chicago suburbs, where
the couple lives. They write, “We met
at UD during our freshman year. At
our wedding, we were surrounded
by many Dayton alumni. Our bridal
party included alumni from the Class
of 2012: Jessica Hinders, Sarah
Kunkel Swanson, Jim Swanson, Travis
Trentman, Matt Morrison, John Stover
and Kyle Slack.”

LAURA
HOLT
(MKT)(FIN)
married
TOMMY
HILLEY
(ACC) Aug. 4, 2018. The couple lives in
Washington, D.C. Laura is a marketing
associate for Coffee-Mate.
MARK MARTEN
(FIN) lives in
Lombard, Illinois. He
writes, “I was lucky
to bump into my UD
friends Casey Kelly
’15 and John
Buerschen ’15 in sunny Afghanistan.
Hello to the Flyer faithful.”
ERIN NELSON (SOC) married Ben
Holmes March 24, 2018, in Durham,
North Carolina. She writes, “It was
sunny, it rained and it snowed on the
day we got married. I’m thankful the
wedding was indoors. We met after I
graduated and moved to Charleston,
South Carolina. We now live in
Johnson City, Tennessee, and love
living near the mountains.”
CATHERINE
PINKERTON (CEE)
married Chris Odom in
Dallas on Nov. 10, 2018.
The couple lives in
Cleveland. Catherine
writes, “Class of 2012
alumnae Alyson Meyer Berry and
Shannon Tomek Pastorello were
bridesmaids. Twenty Flyers attended,
including Jessica Brill Hoelting, Dan
Hoelting, Erin Reilly, Scott Pilukaitis,
Shannon Silk, Katie McCorkle, Aaron
Berry, Daniel Kemlage, Chelsea
Kessler Kemlage, Philip Dresden,
Mark Barga, Meghann WygonikKinkley, Catherine Wagner, Sara
Smith Diskin, Yakov Diskin, Caitlin
Clifford and Mike Veltri.”
CAITLIN
WAJAHN
(MKT)
married
ADAM VON
LEHMDEN
’13 (ELE) Aug. 25, 2018, in Columbus,
Ohio. They write, “We celebrated with
nearly 40 UD alumni.” The couple lives
in Hilliard, Ohio.
KELLY WEISENBORN WERSEL
(EMS) and her husband, Billy, live in
Madeira, Ohio. Kelly is a teacher at St.
Gertrude School in the Cincinnati area.
KYLIE SAWKA YENNEY (DEN) and
DAVID YENNEY ’11 (ENT) announce
the birth of Mason James (10-15-18),
who joins them at home in Troy,
Ohio. They write, “Mason weighed 8
pounds, 9 ounces, and was 21.4 inches

JO REDLINGSHAFER ’13

Laughing for a living
DINNERTIME IS UNIQUE TO EVERY HOUSEHOLD. FOR JO

Redlingshafer, the table was a stage for jokes and laughs.
“My whole family is very funny,” Redlingshafer says. “We
were always fighting for attention at the dinner table.”
It turns out, however, more people than just her family
think she’s funny.
Redlingshafer came to UD wanting to write and study journalism and political science. After realizing news wasn’t her
niche, she turned to jokes. A summer internship before her
senior year with Panay Films on the Disney lot in Los Angeles
solidified this path.
Soon, Redlingshafer realized she didn’t want to just be
reading comedy scripts but writing them too.
After graduation, Los Angeles continued to call her name.
She moved first, then landed a job. Today she is the right hand
to comedians Nick Kroll and John Mulaney.
“Moving to L.A. was a transition, and the first year was very
hard, but now I want to stay here forever,” she says. “I am so
lucky I get to work with the funniest people in the world.”
Redlingshafer collaborates with the professionals she has
looked up to since she was young by writing for Kroll’s Netflix
series Big Mouth and producing Mulaney’s stand-up show.
Passion, good grammar and being a nice person are what
Redlingshafer says got her to where she is today.
“Talent and drive is what will inevitably get you where you
want to be,” she says. “You can be the funniest person in the
writers’ room, but if you turn something in with bad grammar
you will never get hired.”
Redlingshafer hopes to one day be a showrunner where she
can create her own shows, run the writers’ room and make the
important creative decisions. But, when it comes down to it,
her goal is simple:
“I just want my whole job to be writing jokes.”

—DAN I EL L E DAM ON ’1 8

long. Everyone is doing great, and
we’re very excited to bring our son
into the Flyer family.”

2013
STEPHANIE BUSH (MKT)(FIN)
married MAX PATON (CEE) Sept. 8,
2018. They write, “We had a small

ceremony in Dayton and live in
Columbus, Ohio.”
MARIO DE LA
ROSA (MKT)(FIN)
and STEPHANIE
LEFELD DE LA
ROSA (SPN)
announce the birth
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of Elijah Martin (9-15-18), who joins
them at home in Dayton. They write,
“We are so in love with our new baby
boy and cannot wait to take him to
basketball games and show him how
special UD is and has been to our
family.”
MEGAN
KLEBBA
(ENG) lives in
Kansas City,
Missouri. Last
September,
she accepted the position of director
of career services for Benedictine
College, a small Catholic institution in
Atchison, Kansas. In addition, Megan
works with the UD alumni relations
office to coordinate alumni events in
the Kansas City area.

KARA McNAMARA (ENG)(PSY)
married JACK SCHLUETER ’16
(CME) July 28, 2018, in Sugar Grove,
Illinois. They write, “We celebrated
with more than 80 Dayton Flyer
alumni, including father of the bride
Pat McNamara ’76; maid of honor
Maggie McNamara ’16; best man Nick
Schlueter ’18; bridesmaids Meghan
Henry ’13, Kristina DeMichele ’13 and
Mariana Lopes ’15; and groomsmen
Dom Sanfilippo ’16, Andrew Eckrich
’16 and Drew Bolubasz ’16. Also
present were friends from our 2012
UD Summer Appalachia Program
community, roommates, family and
friends. After the beautiful, joyful
day, we honeymooned in Maine.” The
couple lives in Estes Park, Colorado,
and Kara is a high school counselor.
JUSTIN MEYER (MEE) writes, “I
married the woman of my dreams,
Megan, Sept. 28, 2018, and purchased
a lovely home in Maineville, Ohio.
I’m an applications and engineering
sales manager for JAYCO Cleaning
Technologies in West Chester,
Ohio. My top traveling experiences
in 2018 were trips to Hawaii for our
honeymoon and to Palm Springs,
California. I hope to make it back to
UD for a basketball game sometime
soon. Go Flyers!”

40 UD alumni.” The couple lives in
Hilliard, Ohio.
ELIZABETH WETZEL (BIO) lives
in Malawi, Africa, and works for the
Baylor Pediatric AIDS Initiative. Her
mother, Cathleen Higgins Wetzel
’77, recently met her in Amsterdam,
where Elizabeth presented her
research at the International AIDS
Conference.

2014
KAYLA JANSEN (PSY) married JOE
HAMILTON ’15 (MEE) Aug. 11, 2018,
in Indianapolis. They write, “We met
during our freshman year at UD while
we were both living in Marycrest.
Half of the wedding party members
and their significant others were
UD alumni, and many other Flyers
attended the wedding.” The couple
lives in Montgomery, Alabama.
MORGAN
McHUGH
(MED)
married
ROBERT
CALABRO
’10 (ENT)(MKT) Oct. 19, 2018, in
Columbus, Ohio, where the couple
lives. They write, “Twelve Dayton
Flyers were in our bridal party, and
many others joined us for the
reception. We are so thankful for the
community that brought us together

2015

MAGGIE EGAN (ECE) married
CONOR FELDMANN (FIN) Aug. 4,
2018. The couple lives in Cincinnati.
JOE HAMILTON (MEE) married
KAYLA JANSEN ’14 (PSY) Aug. 11,
2018, in Indianapolis. They write,
“We met during our freshman year
at UD while we were both living in
Marycrest. Half of the wedding party
members and their significant others
were UD alumni, and many other
Flyers attended the wedding.” The
couple lives in Montgomery, Alabama.

2016
HENRY GARRETT (ELE) married
PAIGE YAEGER (MEE) May 19,
2018, in Naples, Florida. They write,
“We had our first class of freshman
year together. UD will always have
a special place in our hearts, as it
brought us together for life. More
than 30 current students and alumni
attended our wedding.” The couple
lives in Chicago.

JACK SCHLUETER (CME) married
KARA McNAMARA ’13 (ENG)(PSY)
July 28, 2018, in Sugar Grove,
Illinois. They write, “We celebrated
with more than 80 Dayton Flyer
alumni, including father of the
bride Pat McNamara ’76; maid
of honor Maggie McNamara ’16;
best man Nick Schlueter ’18;
bridesmaids Meghan Henry ’13,
Kristina DeMichele ’13 and Mariana
Lopes ’15; and groomsmen Dom
Sanfilippo ’16, Andrew Eckrich ’16
and Drew Bolubasz ’16. Also present
were friends from our 2012 UD
Summer Appalachia Program
community, roommates, family
and friends. After the beautiful,
joyful day, we honeymooned in
Maine.” The couple lives in Estes Park,
Colorado, and Jack is a chemical
engineer.
PAIGE
YAEGER
(MEE)
married
HENRY
GARRETT
(ELE) May 19, 2018, in Naples, Florida.
They write, “We had our first class of
freshman year together. UD will
always have a special place in our
hearts, as it brought us together for
life. More than 30 current students
and alumni attended our wedding.”
The couple lives in Chicago.

ROCK. PAPER. TWITTERS.
It’s never been easier to share your news with Flyers afar. Whether
you chisel, scribble or tweet the diary of your life, take a moment to send
a class note. From first job to retirement, graduation to graduate degree,
babies to grandchildren, if it’s important to you, it’s important to us.

MAX PATON (CEE) married
STEPHANIE BUSH (MKT)(FIN)
Sept. 8, 2018. They write, “We had a
small ceremony in Dayton and live in
Columbus, Ohio.”
ADAM VON LEHMDEN (ELE) married
CAITLIN WAJAHN ’12 (MKT) Aug.
25, 2018, in Columbus, Ohio. They
write, “We celebrated with nearly
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and for the friendships that we could
not live without.”
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Student on the roof
BY E R IC STR E ET

I

recall the words exactly.
“Dr. Street, Donnie’s on the roof of
Dalarna Hall. You have to come talk him
down. He really respects you.”
I remember my stomach clenching and
a feeling of unreality, but I don’t recall who
broke the news. The small college’s only
counselor? One of my students? I can’t
even say for certain how I got there. I lived
two blocks from campus. Did I run? Or did I
drive? I do remember wondering if I’d have
to climb out on a ledge.
And etched in my brain is the gut-wrenching sight of my student dancing and lurching
on a slanted rooftop, two-and-a-half stories
up. Donnie was silhouetted against the night
sky by a nearby streetlight. A crowd of students had gathered. Nobody encouraged him
to jump.

“Everybody was kung fu fighting,” Donnie sang, weaving and halting on the steeppitched roof to show off drunken kung fu
moves. “Woo-hoo!” I gasped with the students as he lurched to maintain his balance
on the shingles. “Woo-hoo!”
Donnie was trying hard to give the impression he was having fun, but his “woohoo” was the saddest cry I’ve ever heard
leave a human throat.
“Woo-hoo!” he called, spinning and nearly falling. “Woo-hoooooo!”
The young person kicking and cavorting
on the roof was my piano student in his last
semester of senior year. Talented and fun, he
had the only Southern accent in my studio.
“Woo-hoooooo!” he wailed into the crisp
night air. “Everybody was kung fu fighting.”
A few weeks before, our college coun-

selor visited me. “Donnie wants you to know
something important, but he’s shy to tell
you,” she began. “He admires you so much
and you’re the one professor he really trusts.”
Flattered, I smiled, certain I already
knew. Though Donnie had a girlfriend glued
to his side, in a recent lesson I’d noticed a
touch of mascara around his lashes, and even
a hint of eye-shadow that didn’t fit his masculine look. Lanky and muscular, he studied
kung fu. The counselor was going to tell me
he was gay.
“Donnie’s started hormone treatments
to help him transition to a woman,” she said.
My jaw dropped.
The floodgates opened at our next lesson.
Donnie’s family had no inkling; it would be
difficult. Even to study with me after seeing
me in concert, Donnie had had to plead with
them; the college where I taught was outside
their shuttered fundamentalist world.
To complicate things further, Donnie
liked women.
“I think I might be lesbian,” he confided.
Excuse me, she confided. This would take rethinking on my part.
“What can I do to help?” I asked.
“Treat me like the other girls in your studio,” Donnie beamed. “That’d help so much!”
“How’s that?” I asked.
“You could say things like, ‘You look so
pretty today, Donnie, and your blouse fits
you sooooo well!’”
“But that’s sexual harassment,” I protested. “I wouldn’t say that to any student.”
This was the ’80s — transgender issues were
uncharted, but harassment made our radar.
Though I clearly remember that lesson,
I recall little of how I talked Donnie down
from the dorm roof. What sticks indelibly is
the electric instant my student recognized
me on the ground below, and my awkward
opening.
“Hey, Donnie, what’s up?” I called.
The rest of what I ad-libbed is lost. But
it worked. Donnie came down. I don’t remember if we hugged, or who cried. I can’t
supply the date, but I was wearing a brandnew cable-knit sweater, so it must’ve been
early spring. I don’t recall how I got home.
But the crucial parts of that night are burned
into me.
One unimportant thing sticks, too. I gave
away that new sweater after one wearing.
Eric Street is now professor of music at the University of Dayton. The names of the student and
the building have been changed for this essay.
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Family

B Y B R I T TA N Y WA A G E V E R E T T ’ 0 7

P

art of the sense of loss our family
experienced in moving from Dayton
was the feeling that we were depriving our twin children of the city’s rich history. So, before leaving, we completed the
Aviation Heritage Trail.
The twins weren’t quite 2 years old.
We did find history that they might remember near our new home in College
Station, Texas. Less than 5 miles from our
house is the George H.W. Bush Presidential
Library.
On our first visit, we were amazed to
learn George and Barbara had a small
apartment at the library. The Bush’s family dog, Millie, guided our children in their
search throughout the museum for her dog
houses hidden in each room. For my husband, Justin Everett ’11, and I, the library
with its news footage and photos brought
back memories. In addition to presenting
the former president’s policies and affairs
of state, the library offers much about the
Bush family themselves — times of joy, such
as sledding with Arnold Schwarzenegger
at Camp David, as well as of tragedy, such
as the loss of their 3-year-old daughter,
Robin, to leukemia. Such stories humanized the president for our family (especially
when we learned of Mr. Bush’s fondness of
silly socks, several pairs of which are on display). And our family learned of the love he
had for his family.
Over the past year and a half, family has
been a theme running through our library
visits.
For the past two Halloweens, our twins
have joined other children in trick-or-treating at the Presidential Library. Easter brings
an Easter egg hunt modeled after the White
House Easter Egg Roll. Each child receives a
wooden egg with the year on it; it wasn’t until our daughter fell asleep that we were able
to get her to set hers down.
We have spent the most time in the reading room, “Mrs. Bush’s living room,” complete with family photos, the Bush grandchildren’s handprints in plaster, and a TV
playing funny interviews with the president and first lady. Our children search the
room’s bookshelves for their favorite children’s books, a reminder of Barbara’s work
for childhood literacy. Once they find their
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favorites, they make themselves at home on
one of the comfortable sofas and sit for much
longer than any 3-year-old normally will,
flipping through the pages of the books, only
to jump off the couch when finished to find
a new book before returning to the couch to
read another.
This past April, on the day of Barbara
Bush’s burial, our family waited for several
hours in the rain for her motorcade as it

drove her to her final resting place, a little
spot tucked away in the woods behind the library and next to her daughter, Robin.
In December, we again took our children to watch and wave American flags as
Mr. Bush was brought by train to join his
wife and child. Both times, we were struck
by grace the Bush family showed and by the
College Station community’s love for the
Bushes.

People on the moon
BY J E N N I FE R S PE E D

O

ne afternoon while we were driving home from preschool, my daughter saw the moon
and said, “I can see people walking on the moon.”
Perhaps I should have asked her to tell me more about it. Instead, I shut her down.
“Sorry, sweetheart, there’s no one on the moon.”
She didn’t even pause before asking, “How do you know?”
My brain hurt. I was trapped in a car with a junior philosopher who expected me to defend
my epistemology, my theory of knowledge. To her, it was suspect. I tried to muster up a response. A lesson in optics came to mind (“Because the moon is so far away, that even if there
were people on it, the distance is so great relative to the height of the people that your eye
would not be able to discern them.”) But I was afraid she’d ask the distance to the moon. All I
knew was that the moon was really, really far away.
So to her question, “How would you know?” I offered, “Because everyone would know
about it.”
She didn’t fall for that. “How would everyone know?” she asked.
I reasoned a return to the moon would be a big deal. The people who did it would be famous
and all over the news, and I read the news. Everyone would be talking about it. If no one were
talking about it, it must not be happening.
Even I realized how flimsy my explanation was. It rested upon layers of assumptions about
the supposed significance of a moon landing and media coverage — and on the embarrassing
assumption that whatever I knew had to be the truth.
As a scholar, I do research on medieval law and narratives. Medieval investigations of proof
and evidence really were quite thorough. There was a serious preoccupation with getting to
the truth of a matter.
But the concept of “common knowledge” held special sway, for it was a truth that people
could agree upon. In my mind, another moon landing would be common knowledge. But, as
I reasoned with a toddler, that is where my logic fell apart. Common knowledge signals some
piece of information or wisdom that is shared in common. It doesn’t mean that everyone in
the world knows about it.
I arrogantly assumed that because I didn’t know about a moon landing, it must not have
happened. She was right. I really did need to re-examine my claims to knowledge.
As we neared home, she said, “Don’t worry, I can still see the people on the moon.”
That episode turned out to be a vivid preview. Now that my daughter is a teenager, I hardly
know anything at all.
Jennifer Speed is research professor of religious studies and director of extramural funding and
strategic resource development for the College of Arts and Sciences.
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PARTING WORDS
F R O M

T H E

E D I T O R

SPRING
DREAMING
W

E H AV E A N E W C H I L D I N O U R H O M E . H E

packs a big presence into a small frame, carrying
the entirety of his 12 years around as if strapped
to his back. It bumps into furniture and displaces the dog as he moves, slowly, from room to room of our
cluttered house.
But when he smiles, the pack sprouts wings and a dimple
grows in the middle of his chin. As his foster parents, we are
working hard to find reasons for
him to smile.
He says he wants to go camping. He mentioned it during the
polar vortex, and again when we
were sledding in the backyard
late one night, our squeals crashing before our bodies into the
brush pile at the bottom of the hill
(sorry, neighbors). And again this
week, when a frigid March morning teased us with sun rays and
blue skies.
I find the outdoors to be healing and motivating, the seasons
to be calming in their predictable progression and promise of
renewal. We’re thankful the children have, too. There’s a message
of safety inherent in the hush of
the wind through the leaves or the chatter of the black-capped
chickadee.
It feels like standing next to God.
Creation and nature are wound together in my mind. Elyse
McMahon said the same when I interviewed her about the Art
Prayer sessions she leads each Sunday (see Page 8). Prayer is
about deepening your relationship with God’s creation, she

said. In nature she finds her connection to spirituality.
I heard that conviction again when Brother Guy Consolmagno, S.J., came to campus this February to receive the Marianist Award. Director of the Vatican Observatory, he talked
about how scientists spend time with the creator: “We get to
uncover the delightful puzzles that he set for us and marvel at
the way the laws of the universe fit together with a logic that is
both harmonious and elegant. In this way, we get to see a side
of God’s personality.”
To understand nature — from
the expansion of the universe to
the glow of each shining star — is
to engage in science, he said. And
science reveals that God is more
amazing than we ever could have
realized.
Yes, son, we will take you camping, as soon as the ground thaws.
We will pitch a tent and hike
through the woods. You will learn
to tame ant lions and hunt stag
beetles. And when we are surrounded by night’s serenade, I’ll
step away from the campfire and
ask you to look at the sky. The
stars will be arranged like drinking gourds or swans, or maybe you’ll point out a Pokémon
I’ve overlooked. I’ll tell you how wonderful you are, a part of
creation so special that you can see light thousands of years
old that has traveled through space to reach your beautiful
brown eyes.
And I will feel wings sprout next to me and know that,
among the smiles in the dark, a dimple is growing.

M ICH EL L E T EDF OR D ’9 4
Editor, University of Dayton Magazine
magazine@udayton.edu

Photograph by JGA / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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Imagining onMain
THE FORMER SITE OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY’S FAIRGROUNDS IS

now a 38-acre laboratory for students from the University of Dayton
and Sinclair Community College to envision its future as onMain,
Dayton’s Imagination District.
As part of their class work over two semesters, students are
surveying the site near campus and creating detailed plans — from
demolition of some existing structures to the construction of
mixed-use, multistory buildings — guided by the vision documents

Lives in the Fairgrounds Neighborhood,
adjacent to the project site

created by onMain partners Premier Health and UD. In February,
the students’ preliminary presentation met with positive feedback
and emphasized a site design that keeps the historic roundhouse
(pictured below) as onMain’s focal point.
In May, students will turn over their designs and proposals to
onMain, and professional engineers and architects will review plans
for final consideration. Students say they hope to someday see their
energy and hard work reflected in onMain’s revitalization.

“It’s exciting for
these students to even
have a chance to one day
possibly look at onMain
and tell their children and
grandchildren, ‘I helped design
that when I was in college.’ ”

“I’m excited to stop
back in five or 10 years
and see what really
happened to the site.”
—MASTROIANNI

ALICIA
MASTROIANNI,

Four-term co-op
student at architecture,
engineering and
geospatial firm Woolpert

senior civil engineering
major, student
project co-manager

—DON CHASE, UD faculty
adviser to the civil
engineering capstone
course

Accepted full-time position
after graduation as a design
engineer in Woolpert’s
Cincinnati office

“I love being able
to translate what
I do at work to what
I do at school.”
—MASTROIANNI

11 from UD’s civil
engineering capstone course

“This project will give
students a taste of how to
follow and maintain a client’s
architectural and overall site vision
while also conforming to federal,
state and local design standards.”
—ERIC DUNN, chair of
Sinclair’s engineering technology
design program

23
STUDENTS

12 from Sinclair
Community College
2 civil engineering
technology, 6 architectural
technology, 2 interior
design, 2 construction
management technology

DELIVERABLES:

• Construction plan, including three mixed-use
buildings • Transportation plan • Architectural plan
• Site civil design, including demolition, grading,
storm water runoff and landscaping

“How can we best fit the vision?”
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—MASTROIANNI

HERE, WE KNOW GOOD
BUSINESS DOES MORE THAN
MAKE MONEY. IT DRIVES
INNOVATION. IT CREATES NEW
OPPORTUNITIES. AND IT EVEN
HELPS SOLVE THE WORLD'S
MOST PRESSING PROBLEMS.

TURNING

BIG DREAMS
BOLD MOVES
INTO

entrepreneurship
program in the nation
for 13 years running

4
131
TH

largest
student-run
business in
the country

1

ST

(and only) multisite, global pitch
competition at the
collegiate level

new ventures created by program
alumni in the last 10 years, with
$21.6 million in funding

100%
of entrepreneurship
majors start and run
a business

200+

program
mentors and advisers

35

entrepreneurshiprelated classes

180+
for-profit micro-businesses
started during sophomore
experience courses

98% 20%
placement
rate after
graduation

of
graduates start a new
business within five
years of graduation

$250,000+
in cash prizes in Universitysponsored competitions

GO.UDAYTON.EDU/ENTREPRENEUR

University of Dayton
University Marketing and Communications
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-1303

“YOU ARE THE ONE WE NEED ON APRIL 10.”
—Tracie Johnson Jones ’08

#1DAY1DAYTON
Read more, Page 12.
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